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Abstract. Let S be a compact connected oriented surface, whose boundary is con-
nected or empty. A homology cylinder over the surface S is a cobordism between S

and itself, homologically equivalent to the cylinder over S. The Y -filtration on the
monoid of homology cylinders over S is defined by clasper surgery. Using a functo-
rial extension of the Le–Murakami–Ohtsuki invariant, we show that the graded Lie
algebra associated to the Y -filtration is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of “symplectic
Jacobi diagrams”. This Lie algebra consists of the primitive elements of a certain Hopf
algebra whose multiplication is a diagrammatic analogue of the Moyal–Weyl product.

The mapping cylinder construction embeds the Torelli group into the monoid of
homology cylinders, sending the lower central series to the Y -filtration. We give a
combinatorial description of the graded Lie algebra map induced by this embedding,
by connecting Hain’s infinitesimal presentation of the Torelli group to the Lie algebra
of symplectic Jacobi diagrams. This Lie algebra map is shown to be injective in degree
two, and the question of the injectivity in higher degrees is discussed.
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1. Introduction and statement of the results

Let Σg,1 be a compact connected oriented surface of genus g with one boundary
component. The first homology group H1(Σg,1; Z) is denoted by H and is equipped
with the intersection pairing

ω : H ⊗H −→ Z.

This is a non-degenerate skew-symmetric form, the group of isometries of which is
denoted by Sp(H). Similarly, HQ := H ⊗ Q is equipped with the rational extension
of ω and Sp(HQ) denotes the group of isometries of the symplectic vector space HQ.
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1.1. The Torelli group. Let Ig,1 be the Torelli group of Σg,1, which is the subgroup
of the mapping class group Mg,1 of Σg,1 consisting of the elements acting trivially on
homology. A good introduction to the Torelli group is found in Johnson’s survey [17].

Commutator calculus is one of the most important tools in the study of the Torelli
group. The group Ig,1 is filtered by its lower central series

Ig,1 = Γ1Ig,1 ⊃ Γ2Ig,1 ⊃ Γ3Ig,1 ⊃ · · · .

The pronilpotent completion of Ig,1 is

Îg,1 := lim←−
i

Ig,1/ΓiIg,1

and the canonical map Ig,1 → Îg,1 is injective. The graded Lie algebra over Z associated
to the lower central series of Ig,1, namely

GrΓ Ig,1 =
⊕

i≥1

GrΓi Ig,1, where GrΓi Ig,1 := ΓiIg,1/Γi+1Ig,1,

is called the Torelli Lie algebra of Σg,1. With rational coefficients, the Torelli Lie algebra

GrΓ Ig,1 ⊗Q

is, by a general fact, canonically isomorphic to the graded Lie algebra associated to the
complete lower central series of the Malcev Lie algebra of Ig,1.

The Torelli Lie algebra with rational coefficients is generated by its degree 1 part
GrΓ1 Ig,1 ⊗Q. If g ≥ 3, this vector space can be identified with Λ3HQ by extending the
first Johnson homomorphism

τ1 : Ig,1 −→ Λ3H

to rational coefficients [16]. Hence a Lie algebra epimorphism

J : Lie(Λ3HQ) −→ GrΓ Ig,1 ⊗Q,

where Lie(Λ3HQ) is the free Lie algebra over Λ3HQ. The ideal of relations of the Torelli
Lie algebra is

R (Ig,1) =
⊕

i≥1

Ri (Ig,1) := ker(J).

Let J : Lie(Λ3HQ)/R (Ig,1) → GrΓ Ig,1 ⊗ Q be the isomorphism induced by J . The
following theorem is proved by Hain in [14].

Theorem 1.1 (Hain). If g ≥ 3, then the Malcev Lie algebra of Ig,1 is isomorphic to

the completion of GrΓ Ig,1⊗Q. Moreover, the ideal R(Ig,1) is generated by R2 (Ig,1) for
g ≥ 6, and by R2 (Ig,1) + R3 (Ig,1) for 3 ≤ g ≤ 5.

The first half of Theorem 1.1 implies that the Torelli Lie algebra has all the informa-
tion about the Malcev completion of Ig,1. The second half implies that one obtains a
presentation of the Torelli Lie algebra by computing the quadratic/cubic relations (see
[14, 12] for g ≥ 6).
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1.2. The monoid of homology cylinders. Homology cylinders over Σg,1 are cobor-
disms from Σg,1 to itself with the same homology type as the cylinder over Σg,1. The
set Cg,1 of homeomorphism types (relative to boundary parameterization) of homology
cylinders is a monoid, with multiplication being the usual pasting operation of cobor-
disms. Homology cylinders are introduced in [9, 13], see also [22, 8, 11, 25, 36, 24].

Calculus of claspers [10, 13] works as “topological commutator calculus” on the
monoid Cg,1, where the usual algebraic commutator calculus does not work. The role
of the lower central series is played by the family of the Yi-equivalence relations. For
each i ≥ 1, the Yi-equivalence on homology cylinders is generated by surgeries along
Yi-claspers, which are connected graph claspers with i nodes. The Yi-equivalence is also
generated by Torelli surgeries of class i, i.e. surgeries along an embedding of the surface
Σh,1 with any h ≥ 0 using any element of ΓiIh,1 (see [13, 24]). The Yi-equivalence
becomes finer as i increases.

For each i ≥ 1, the quotient monoid Cg,1/Yi is a finitely generated, nilpotent group,
and there is a sequence of surjective homomorphisms

· · · −→ Cg,1/Y3 −→ Cg,1/Y2 −→ Cg,1/Y1 = {1}.
The completion

Ĉg,1 := lim←−
i

Cg,1/Yi

is called the group of homology cylinders1. Conjecturally, the canonical homomorphism

Cg,1 → Ĉg,1 is injective.
Denoting by YiCg,1 the submonoid of Cg,1 consisting of homology cylinders which are

Yi-equivalent to the trivial cylinder, one obtains the Y -filtration

(1.1) Cg,1 = Y1Cg,1 ⊃ Y2Cg,1 ⊃ Y3Cg,1 ⊃ · · ·
for the monoid Cg,1. The quotient monoid YkCg,1/Yl is a subgroup of Cg,1/Yl for all
l ≥ k ≥ 1 and, furthermore, the inclusion

(1.2) [ YjCg,1/Yl , YkCg,1/Yl ] ⊂ Yj+kCg,1/Yl
is satisfied for all j, k ≥ 1 and l ≥ j + k. Thus, there is a graded Lie algebra over Z

GrY Cg,1 :=
⊕

i≥1

YiCg,1/Yi+1,

which we call the Lie algebra of homology cylinders.

As proposed in [13] and established in [4], there is a diagrammatic version of the Lie
algebra GrY Cg,1 ⊗ Q. Similar diagrammatic constructions have also been considered
by Garoufalidis and Levine [8] and by Habegger [11]. Our diagrammatic description of
GrY Cg,1 ⊗Q involves a graded Lie algebra of Jacobi diagrams

A<,c (HQ) =
⊕

i≥1

A<,ci (HQ) .

Here, the vector spaceA<,ci (HQ) is spanned by connected Jacobi diagrams with i internal
vertices and with external vertices totally ordered and labeled by elements ofHQ, modulo
the AS, IHX, STU-like and multilinearity relations. The following theorem is essentially
proved in [4], see § 2.3.

1The group bCg,1 is different from the homology cobordism group of homology cylinders introduced by
Levine [22], which is a non-trivial quotient of Cg,1.
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Theorem 1.2. For g ≥ 0, there are graded Lie algebra isomorphisms

A<,c (HQ)

ψ

−→←−
LMO

GrY Cg,1 ⊗Q,(1.3)

which are inverse to each other.

The isomorphism ψ is a “surgery” map sending each Jacobi diagram to surgery along
its corresponding graph clasper in the trivial cylinder over Σg,1. The isomorphism
LMO comes from a functorial version of the Le–Murakami–Ohtsuki invariant [21, 2]
constructed in [4].

The Y -filtration (1.1) on Cg,1 induces a similar filtration on the group Ĉg,1
(1.4) Ĉg,1 = Ŷ1Ĉg,1 ⊃ Ŷ2Ĉg,1 ⊃ Ŷ3Ĉg,1 ⊃ · · ·
defined by

ŶjĈg,1 := lim←−
i≥j

YjCg,1/Yi.

In the appendix, we define the Malcev Lie algebra of a filtered group, which corresponds
to the usual notion of Malcev Lie algebra when the group is filtered by the lower central
series. We also extend to this setting some well-known properties of Malcev Lie algebras
and Malcev completions. In particular, we consider in § 2.4 the Malcev Lie algebra

of the group Ĉg,1 endowed with the Ŷ -filtration and prove it to be isomorphic to the
completion of A<,c (HQ). This enhances Theorem 1.2 since, by a general fact, the graded
Lie algebra associated to a filtered group is canonically isomorphic to the graded Lie
algebra associated to the canonical filtration on its Malcev Lie algebra.

In § 3 we give an alternative description of the Lie algebra A<,c (HQ). For this, we
consider the graded vector space Ac (HQ) spanned by connected Jacobi diagrams with
external vertices labeled by elements of HQ, subject to the AS, IHX and multilinearity
relations. There is no ordering of the external vertices anymore. We define a Lie algebra
structure on Ac (HQ), which is isomorphic to that of A<,c (HQ) via a “symmetrization”
map

χ : Ac (HQ)
'−→ A<,c (HQ) .

The Lie algebra Ac(HQ) consists of the primitive elements of a Hopf algebra A (HQ)
of “symplectic Jacobi diagrams”, whose associative multiplication is a diagrammatic
analogue of the Moyal–Weyl product. This analogy is justified by considering weight
systems associated to metrized Lie algebras.

1.3. The mapping cylinder construction. As proposed by the first author in [13],
the injective monoid homomorphism

(1.5) c : Ig,1 ↪→ Cg,1
defined by the mapping cylinder construction serves as a useful tool in the study of the
Torelli group. It follows from the inclusion (1.2) that c sends the lower central series of
Ig,1 to the Y -filtration of Cg,1:

c(ΓiIg,1) ⊂ YiCg,1 for all i ≥ 1.

So, c induces a group homomorphism

ĉ : Îg,1 −→ Ĉg,1,
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as well as a graded Lie algebra homomorphism

(1.6) Gr c : GrΓ Ig,1 −→ GrY Cg,1.
It is natural to ask whether the homomorphisms ĉ and Gr c are injective or not. For
example, in degree 1, the homomorphism

Gr1 c : Ig,1/[Ig,1, Ig,1] −→ Cg,1/Y2

is an isomorphism for g ≥ 3 [13, 25].

Question 1.3. Is the graded Lie algebra homomorphism Gr c : GrΓ Ig,1 → GrY Cg,1
injective when g ≥ 3?

If g = 2, Gr c is certainly not injective because GrΓ
1 I2,1 is not finitely generated2.

The question has been asked by the first author in [13] to clarify the relationships
between Hain’s presentation of the Torelli Lie algebra and diagrammatic descriptions of
the Lie algebra of homology cylinders. The following result is a starting point of studies
in this direction.

Theorem 1.4. If g ≥ 3, then the following diagram in the category of graded Lie
algebras with Sp(HQ)-actions is commutative:

(1.7) Lie
(
Λ3HQ

)
/R(Ig,1)

J '
��

Y // A<,c (HQ)

ψ '

��

GrΓ Ig,1 ⊗Q
Gr c⊗Q // GrY Cg,1 ⊗Q

LMO

YY

Here, Y is induced by the Lie algebra homomorphism Y : Lie
(
Λ3HQ

)
→ A<,c (HQ)

which, in degree 1, sends the trivector x ∧ y ∧ z to the Y -graph
x y z

.

Thus, Theorem 1.4 reduces the study of the map Gr c⊗Q to the understanding of the
algebraically-defined map

Y : Lie(Λ3HQ)/R(Ig,1) −→ A<,c (HQ) ,(1.8)

the source of which is described by Hain’s result (Theorem 1.1). Theorem 1.4 is proved
in § 4, where the symplectic actions in diagram (1.7) are also specified.

In § 5 we use the Lie algebra Ac (HQ) to compute the Lie bracket of A<,c (HQ) in
degree 1 + 1. Thus, we obtain the following result:

Theorem 1.5. If g ≥ 3, then the kernel of Y2 : Lie2(Λ
3HQ)→ A<,c2 (HQ) coincides with

the submodule R2(Ig,1).
This can be regarded as a diagrammatic formulation of prior results by Morita [27, 28]
and Hain [14], so that some computations done in § 5 to prove it should be essentially
well-known to experts. We also identify the image of χ−1

2 ◦ Y2 : Lie2(Λ
3HQ)→ Ac2 (HQ)

with the even part Ac2,ev (HQ), consisting of Jacobi diagrams whose first Betti number
is even.

Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 give a partial answer to Question 1.3 in degree 2:

Corollary 1.6. If g ≥ 3, then the map Gr2 c ⊗ Q : GrΓ2 Ig,1 ⊗ Q −→ GrY2 Cg,1 ⊗ Q is
injective.

2Indeed, the group I2,1 is free of infinite rank [26].
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There is also a “stabilized” form of Question 1.3.

Conjecture 1.7. For g ≥ 3, the map

lim−→
g

Gr c : lim−→
g

GrΓ Ig,1 −→ lim−→
g

GrY Cg,1(1.9)

is injective, where the spaces and the map are induced by a sequence of surface inclusions
Σ0,1 ⊂ Σ1,1 ⊂ Σ2,1 ⊂ · · · .

Conjecture 1.7 is equivalent to the conjecture stated in [13] that the lower central series
of Ig,1 and the restriction to Ig,1 of the Y -filtration of Cg,1 are stably equal. Some
stability properties are discussed in § 6.

The case of a closed connected oriented surface Σg of genus g is considered in § 7,
where analogues of Theorems 1.2, 1.4 and 1.5 are proved.

The final § 8 concludes with further problems and remarks. The problems of deter-
mining the kernel and the image of the map Y in higher degree are discussed, and such
problems are related to questions about Johnson homomorphisms.

2. Diagrammatic description of the Lie algebra of homology cylinders

In this section, we recall from [13, 4] the main ingredients to obtain Theorem 1.2,
which gives a diagrammatic description of the Lie algebra of homology cylinders. Fur-
thermore, we produce from the LMO invariant a diagrammatric description of the Mal-
cev Lie algebra of the group of homology cylinders.

2.1. The algebra A< (HQ) and the Lie algebra A<,c (HQ). First of all, we recall the
definition of the cocommutative Hopf algebra A< (HQ), which was introduced in [13]
and used in [4].

A Jacobi diagram is a finite graph whose vertices have valence 1 (external vertices)
or 3 (internal vertices). Each internal vertex is oriented, in the sense that its incident
edges are cyclically ordered. A Jacobi diagram is colored by a set S if a map from the
set of its external vertices to S is specified. A strut is a Jacobi diagram with only two
external vertices and no internal vertex. The internal degree of a Jacobi diagram is the
number of its internal vertices.

We define the following Q-vector space

A<(HQ) :=

Q ·
{

Jacobi diagrams without strut component and with
external vertices totally ordered and colored by HQ

}

AS, IHX, STU-like, multilinearity
,

which is also denoted simply by A<. Here, the AS and IHX relations among Jacobi
diagrams are the usual ones, namely

AS IHX

= − , − + = 0,

and the STU-like and multilinearity relations are defined by
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x yx+ y

x y xy
< << << <· · · · · · · · · · · ·

−

+

ω(x, y)

=

= ,

.

The space A< (HQ) is graded by the internal degree of Jacobi diagrams. Its degree
completion will also be denoted by A< (HQ).

There is also a space A<(−HQ) defined asA<(HQ) except that one uses the symplectic
form −ω in the STU-like relation instead of ω. There is a canonical isomorphism

s : A<(−HQ) −→ A<(HQ)

defined by s(D) = (−1)χ(D)D for any Jacobi diagram D with Euler characteristic χ(D).

Remark 2.1. Note that A<(HQ) depends not only on the vector space HQ but also
on the symplectic form ω, with which HQ is implicitly equipped. The space A<(HQ) is
denoted by A(Σg,1) in [13], while A<(−HQ) corresponds to the space A(Σg,1) in [4].

The multiplication D<
tE of two Jacobi diagrams D,E ∈ A< is the disjoint union of

D and E, the external vertices of E being considered as “larger” than those of D. Then,
A< is an associative algebra whose unit element is the empty diagram.

Like many other algebras of Jacobi diagrams in the literature, the algebra A< has a
structure of a cocommutative Hopf algebra [4]. The comultiplication ∆ : A< → A<⊗A<
for a Jacobi diagram D ∈ A< is defined by

∆(D) =
∑

D=D′tD′′

D′ ⊗D′′,

where the sum is over all the decompositions of D into two families of connected com-
ponents D′, D′′; in the right hand side, the orders of the external vertices of D ′ and D′′

are induced by that of D. The counit ε : A< → Q for a diagram D ∈ A< is defined by

ε(D) =

{
1 if D is empty,

0 otherwise.

The antipode S : A< → A< is the unique algebra anti-automorphism satisfying S(D) =
−D for each non-empty connected Jacobi diagram D ∈ A<.

As is well known, the set of primitive elements P(A) in a Hopf algebra A forms a Lie
algebra, with the Lie bracket given by [x, y] = xy − yx. Thus, we have the Lie algebra
P(A<) of primitives in A<. Moreover, the Hopf algebra A< being cocommutative,
the Milnor–Moore theorem asserts that A< is canonically isomorphic to the universal
enveloping algebra U P(A<) of P(A<).

Let A<,c (HQ) (or simply A<,c) denote the subspace of Ac (HQ) spanned by the con-
nected Jacobi diagrams.

Lemma 2.2. We have A<,c = P(A<).

Proof. Clearly, connected Jacobi diagrams are primitive. Thus we have A<,c ⊂ P(A<).
Using the STU-like relation, one can check that A<,c is a Lie subalgebra of P(A<) and
that the algebra A< is generated by A<,c. Since A< = U P(A<), it follows from the
Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt theorem that A<,c = P(A<). �
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The natural Sp(HQ)-action on HQ induces an Sp(HQ)-action on A< (HQ), which is
easily seen to be compatible with the Hopf algebra structure. In particular, A<,c (HQ)
is equipped with an Sp(HQ)-action compatible with the Lie algebra structure.

2.2. The surgery map ψ. As suggested in [13], there is a canonical linear isomorphism

ψ : A<,c −→ GrY Cg,1 ⊗Q

defined by mapping each connected Jacobi diagram D to the 3-manifold obtained from
the cylinder Σg,1 × [−1, 1] by surgery along a graph clasper C(D) obtained from D as
follows:

� Thicken D to an oriented surface using the vertex-orientation of D (vertices
are thickened to disks, and edges to bands). Cut a smaller disk in the inte-
rior of each disk that has been produced from an external vertex of D. This
leads to an oriented compact surface S(D), decomposed between disks, bands
and annuli (corresponding to internal vertices, edges and external vertices of D
respectively). Use the induced orientation on ∂S(D) to orient the cores of the
annuli.

� Next, embed S(D) into the interior of Σg,1 × [−1, 1] in such a way that each
annulus of S(D) represents in HQ the color of the corresponding external vertex
of D. Moreover, the annuli should be in disjoint “horizontal slices” of Σg,1 ×
[−1, 1] and their “vertical height” along [−1, 1] should respect the total ordering
of the external vertices of D. Such an embedding defines a graph clasper C(D)
in Σg,1 × [−1, 1].

That ψ is well-defined and surjective follows from clasper calculus [13, 10, 7]: For the
detail of the degree 1 case, see [25]; the higher degree case, where one has to consider also
the IHX relation, is similar and needs the zip construction [13]. Using clasper calculus,
one can also check that ψ is a Lie algebra homomorphism. See also [8] and [11] for
similar constructions.

To prove the injectivity of ψ, one needs the LMO invariant.

2.3. The LMO map. In a joint work with Cheptea [4], the authors extended the LMO
invariant of homology 3-spheres to a functor on a category of Lagrangian cobordisms,
which are cobordisms between surfaces with connected boundary, satisfying certain ho-
mological conditions. (Some extensions of the LMO invariant to cobordisms were pre-
viously constructed by Murakami and Ohtsuki [31] and by Cheptea and Le [5].) Since
homology cylinders over Σg,1 are Lagrangian cobordisms, the LMO functor restricts to
a monoid homomorphism

Z̃Y : Cg,1 −→ AY (bge+ ∪ bge−)

with values in a certain complete Hopf algebra of Jacobi diagrams. The latter is isomor-

phic via a certain map ϕ defined in [4] to A<(−HQ). Thus, the composition s ◦ ϕ ◦ Z̃Y
defines a monoid homomorphism

(2.1) Cg,1 −→ A<(HQ).

Since Z̃Y is an isomorphism at the level of graded Lie algebras [4], the monoid homo-
morphism (2.1) induces a graded Lie algebra isomorphism

(2.2) LMO: GrY Cg,1 ⊗Q
'−→ A<,c(HQ).

Taking care of signs, we also deduce from [4] that ψ and LMO are inverse to each other.
Thus we have Theorem 1.2.
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2.4. The Malcev Lie algebra of the group of homology cylinders. The LMO
functor can be used to prove more than Theorem 1.2: It also produces a diagrammatic

description of the Malcev Lie algebra of Ĉg,1. Here, the Malcev Lie algebra is defined with

respect to the Ŷ -filtration (1.4) rather than the lower central series of Ĉg,1, the former
being more natural than the latter from the point of view of finite-type invariants.
Malcev completions and Malcev Lie algebras of filtered groups are presented in the
appendix.

To deal with the Malcev Lie algebra of Ĉg,1, we come back to the monoid homomor-
phism (2.1), which we also denote by LMO:

(2.3) LMO : Cg,1 −→ A<.
It is shown in [4] that, if an M ∈ Cg,1 is Yi-equivalent to the trivial cylinder, then

Z̃Y (M)−∅ starts in internal degree i. So, the LMO map induces a multiplicative map
LMO : Cg,1/Yi −→ A</A<≥i for all i ≥ 1 and, passing to the limit, we obtain

(2.4) LMO : Ĉg,1 −→ A<.
Since Z̃Y takes group-like values and since ϕ and s are Hopf algebra isomorphisms, the
map (2.3) takes group-like values and so, by continuity of the coproduct, the map (2.4)
does too. Thus, we get a Hopf algebra homomorphism

(2.5) LMO : Q[Ĉg,1] −→ A<.
There are two filtrations on the group algebra Q[Ĉg,1]. On one hand, let F be the

filtration defined in the appendix at (A.1) and induced by the Ŷ -filtration on the group

Ĉg,1. On the other hand, let F ′ be the filtration defined by rational finite-type invariants:

An x ∈ Q[Ĉg,1] is declared to belong to F ′
iQ[Ĉg,1] if f(x) = 0 for any finite-type invariant

f : Cg,1 → Q of degree at most i − 1. By clasper calculus, it can be proved that

F = F ′ (see [13, 24]). Since Z̃Y is universal among rational finite-type invariants [4],
(2.5) induces a monomorphism

LMO : Q[Ĉg,1]/FiQ[Ĉg,1] −→ A</A<≥i.
Actually, this map is an isomorphism since it is bijective at the graded level [4]. Thus,
passing to the limit, we finally obtain an isomorphism

LMO : Q̂[Ĉg,1] −→ A<

of complete Hopf algebras, where Q̂[Ĉg,1] denotes the completion of Q[Ĉg,1] with respect
to the filtration F . Thus, we deduce the following

Theorem 2.3. Let G(Ĉg,1) be the Malcev completion of the group Ĉg,1 endowed with the

Ŷ -filtration, and let P(Ĉg,1) be its Malcev Lie algebra. Then, the LMO invariant induces
an isomorphism of filtered groups

LMO : G(Ĉg,1) '−→ G(A<)

as well as an isomorphism of filtered Lie algebras

LMO : P(Ĉg,1) '−→ P(A<).

The second part of this statement and Theorem A.8 gives back Theorem 1.2. Besides, it

proves that the filtration on the Malcev Lie algebra of Ĉg,1 comes from a grading, which
is not true for an arbitrary filtered group.
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3. The Lie algebra of symplectic Jacobi diagrams

In this section, we define the algebra of symplectic Jacobi diagrams, which is isomor-
phic to the algebras A< (HQ) and is more convenient in some occasions. We interpret
the multiplication of symplectic Jacobi diagrams as an analogue of the Moyal–Weyl
product.

3.1. The algebra of symplectic Jacobi diagrams. We define the following vector
space

A(HQ) :=

Q ·
{

Jacobi diagrams without strut component
and with external vertices colored by HQ

}

AS, IHX, multilinearity
,

which is also simply denoted byA. It is graded by the internal degree of Jacobi diagrams,
and its degree completion is also denoted by A (HQ).

There is a graded linear map

χ : A −→ A<

defined, for all Jacobi diagram D ∈ A with e external vertices, by

χ(D) :=
1

e!
· (sum of all ways of ordering the e external vertices of D) .

Proposition 3.1. The “symmetrization” map χ is an isomorphism. Its inverse is
given on a Jacobi diagram D ∈ A<, with external vertices v1 < · · · < ve colored by
c(v1), . . . , c(ve) ∈ HQ respectively, by the formula

(3.1) χ−1(D) =

[e/2]∑

p=0

1

2p

∑

{i1,j1},...,{ip,jp}

p∏

k=1

ω (c(vik ), c(vjk)) ·D(vi1
=vj1

,...,vip=vjp ).

Here, the second sum is taken over all ways of doing p pairings {i1, j1}, . . . , {ip, jp}
inside the set {1, . . . , e} (with i1 < · · · < ip and i1 < j1, . . . , ip < jp), and the diagram
D(vi1

=vj1
,...,vip=vjp ) is obtained from D by gluing the vertices that are paired and by

forgetting the order.

Proof. Let σ(D) be the quantity defined by the right term of (3.1), for all Jacobi diagram
D colored by HQ and with external vertices v1 < · · · < ve. Let (l, l + 1) · D be the
same diagram, but with the order of vl and vl+1 reversed. Then, in the difference
σ(D)−σ ((l, l + 1) ·D), all terms cancel except for those corresponding to pairings that
match vl and vl+1:

σ(D)− σ ((l, l + 1) ·D)

=

[e/2]∑

p=0

1

2p−1

∑

{i1,j1},...,{ip,jp}
∃r,(ir ,jr)=(l,l+1)

p∏

k=1

ω (c(vik), c(vjk )) ·D(vi1
=vj1

,...,vip=vjp )

= ω (c(vl), c(vl+1)) · σ
(
D(vl=vl+1)

)
.

Thus, the STU-like relation is satisfied, and we get a linear map σ : A< → A.
Let D be a Jacobi diagram colored by HQ and with external vertices v1 < · · · < ve.

The STU-like relation implies that χ(D) = D modulo some terms with fewer external
vertices. (Here, the D to which χ applies is obtained from D by forgetting the order.)
Moreover, χ(D) = D if D has no external vertex (e = 0). This proves, by an induction
on e, that D belongs to the image of χ. So, χ is surjective.
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Thus, it is enough to prove that σ ◦ χ is the identity. For this, we define the space

(3.2) Ã (HQ) :=

Q ·
{

Jacobi diagrams without strut component and with
external vertices totally ordered and colored by HQ

}

AS, IHX, multilinearity
,

which we simply denote by Ã. (The space Ã (HQ) is used also in the proof of Theorem

3.8.) Thus, the quotient of Ã by the STU-like relation is A< while its quotient by the

“forgetting orders” relation is A. Let γ̃ : Ã → Ã be the linear map defined on each
Jacobi diagram D with external vertices v1 < · · · < ve by

γ̃(D) :=
∑

1≤i<j≤e

ω(c(vi), c(vj)) ·D(vi=vj)

if e ≥ 2, and by γ̃(D) = 0 if e = 0, 1. Then, we define σ̃ : Ã → Ã by

σ̃ := exp◦ (γ̃/2) =
∑

k≥0

γ̃k

2kk!
.

Let also χ̃ : Ã → Ã be the “symmetrization” map sending all Jacobi diagram D to

χ̃(D) =
1

e!
· (sum of all ways of permuting the e external vertices of D) .

The following diagram is commutative:

Ã
eχ //

����

Ã
eσ //

����

Ã

����
A

χ //A< σ // A.
Since γ̃ ◦ χ̃ = 0, we have σ̃ ◦ χ̃ = χ̃, which implies that σ ◦ χ = Id. �

Thus, we can pull back by χ the product on A< to an associative multiplication ? on
the space A, i.e. we set

D ? E := χ−1(χ(D)<tχ(E))(3.3)

for all D,E ∈ A. More generally, the full Hopf algebra structure on A< gives one for
A. The comultiplication in A is given on a Jacobi diagram D by

∆(D) =
∑

D=D′tD′′

D′ ⊗D′′,

the counit is given by ε(D) = δD,∅, and the antipode is the unique algebra anti-
automorphism satisfying S(D) = −D if D is connected and non-empty. The primitive
part P(A) of A is the subspace Ac spanned by the connected diagrams.

Definition 3.2. The Hopf algebra of symplectic Jacobi diagrams is (A,∅, ?, ε,∆, S).

The multiplication ? of Jacobi diagrams can also be defined directly as follows:

Proposition 3.3. Let D,E ∈ A be Jacobi diagrams colored by HQ, and whose sets of
external vertices are denoted by V and W respectively. Then, we have

D ? E =
∑

V ′⊂V, W ′⊂W

β : V ′
'

−→W ′

1

2|V ′|
·
∏

v∈V ′

ω (c(v), c(β(v))) · (D ∪β E).
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Here, the sum is taken over all ways of identifying a subset V ′ of V with a subset W ′ of
W , and D ∪β E is obtained from D tE by gluing each vertex v ∈ V ′ to β(v) ∈W ′.

Consequently, the commutator [D,E]? = D ? E −E ? D of D and E is given by

(3.4) [D,E]? =
∑

β : V⊃V ′
'

−→W ′⊂W
|V ′|=|W ′|≡1 mod 2

1

2|V ′|−1

∏

v∈V ′

ω(c(v), c(β(v))) · (D ∪β E),

where the sum is taken over all ways of identifying a subset V ′ of V of odd cardinality
with a subset W ′ of W .

Proof of Proposition 3.3. Denote the external vertices of D by v1, . . . , vd, and those of
E by w1, . . . , we. By (3.3), we have

D ? E =
∑

δ∈Sd, ε∈Se

1

d! · e! · χ
−1
(
Dδ <

t Eε
)
,

where δ is a permutation of {1, . . . , d} and Dδ ∈ A< is obtained from D by ordering its
external vertices as vδ(1) < · · · < vδ(d). The diagram Eε is defined similarly from the

permutation ε of {1, . . . , e}. If we apply formula (3.1) to χ−1
(
Dδ <

t Eε
)
, two kinds of

terms appear in the resulting sum: Either, the gluings performed on Dδ <
t Eε are all

“mixed”, either at least one gluing is not mixed and involves, say, two external vertices
of Dδ. In the latter case, the corresponding term will appear with an opposite sign in
χ−1(Dτ◦δ <

t Eε) where τ ∈ Sd is the transposition of the indices of those two external
vertices. Thus, we can assume that formula (3.1) applied to χ−1

(
Dδ <

t Eε
)

involves

only “mixed” gluing, in which case the ordering of the external vertices in Dδ and in Eε

do not matter. The conclusion follows. �

There is an obvious action of Sp(HQ) on A (HQ), such that χ is Sp(HQ)-equivariant.
Thus, the Hopf algebra structure on A (HQ) is compatible with this Sp(HQ)-action. In
particular, the Lie bracket [−,−]? on Ac(HQ) is Sp(HQ)-equivariant.

Remark 3.4. Garoufalidis and Levine [8] attempted to define a Lie bracket on the
graded space Ac, but, as pointed out by Habegger and Sorger [12], their Lie bracket
is not Sp(HQ)-equivariant so that [8, Theorem 6] fails. Yet the approach in [8] can be
fixed at the tree level, as is done in [12, §3].
3.2. Loop filtration. The loop degree of a Jacobi diagram is defined to be its first Betti

number.3 For example, the loop degree of a tree diagram is 0, and the loop degree of

is 2. The loop degree is additive under disjoint union of diagrams.
Let Fk(A<) be the subspace of A< spanned by the Jacobi diagrams of loop degree at

least k. We have a filtration

A< = F0(A<) ⊃ F1(A<) ⊃ F2(A<) ⊃ · · · .
This filtration induces a filtration on A<i , for each i ≥ 1, and is an algebra filtration:

Fk(A<) <t Fl(A<) ⊂ Fk+l(A<).

Similarly, let Fk(A) be the subspace of A spanned by the Jacobi diagrams of loop
degree at least k. Again, we have a filtration

A = F0(A) ⊃ F1(A) ⊃ F2(A) ⊃ · · · ,
3In the literature, the loop degree is sometimes defined as the first Betti number minus 1.
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which induces a filtration on Ai, for each i ≥ 1, and is an algebra filtration:

Fk(A) ? Fl(A) ⊂ Fk+l(A).

The above two filtrations are connected by the symmetrization isomorphism:

χ(Fk(A)) = Fk(A<).

The above algebra filtrations also induce Lie algebra filtrations on A<,c and Ac. To
be more specific, if we define

Fk(A<,c) := Fk(A<) ∩A<,c,
Fk(Ac) := Fk(A) ∩Ac,

then we have [Fk,Fl] ⊂ Fk+l in the two cases.
The “loop filtrations” defined above are closely related to clasper calculus. For ex-

ample, one can prove that if a graph clasper C in the trivial cylinder over Σg,1 has k
loops, then the LMO invariant of the homology cylinder obtained by surgery along C is
contained in Fk(A<).

For each i ≥ 1, Aci is graded as a vector space by the loop degree:

Aci =
⊕

0≤k≤di

Aci,k,(3.5)

where di = (i+ 2)/2 if i is even, and di = (i− 1)/2 if i is odd. Set

Aci,ev :=
⊕

k even

Aci,k and Aci,od :=
⊕

k odd

Aci,k.

Then (3.4) implies that Ac∗,ev is a Lie subalgebra of Ac, and that the decomposition

Ac = Ac∗,ev ⊕Ac∗,od

defines a Z/2Z-graded Lie algebra structure on Ac. In particular, we have

a (HQ) ⊂ Ac∗,ev (HQ) ,(3.6)

where a (HQ) is the Lie subalgebra of Ac (HQ) generated by the degree 1 part Ac1.

3.3. Weight systems and the Moyal–Weyl product. Let us recall the definition
of the Moyal–Weyl product. For this, we consider a Q-vector space V together with a
symplectic form s : V ⊗ V → Q.

Definition 3.5. The Weyl algebra generated by V is the quotient of the tensor algebra
of V by the relations “ u⊗ v − v ⊗ u = s(u, v) ”:

W(V ) := T (V ) /〈u⊗ v − v ⊗ u− s(u, v) | u, v ∈ V 〉ideal .

The “symmetrization” map χ : S(V ) −→W(V ) is defined by

χ(v1 · · · · · vn) :=
1

n!

∑

σ∈Sn

{
vσ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ vσ(n)

}
.

By formally the same argument as in Proposition 3.1, it can be shown that χ is an
isomorphism, which justifies the following

Definition 3.6. The associative multiplication on the vector space S(V ) corresponding
to ⊗ on W(V ) is denoted by ? and is called the Moyal–Weyl product.
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Remark 3.7. Recall that a deformation quantization of a Poisson algebra (A, ·, {−,−})
is a Q[[h]]-linear associative multiplication ?h on the space A[[h]], such that a ?h b =
a · b+O(h) and a ?h b− b ?h a = {a, b} · h+O(h2), for all a, b ∈ A. See [3].

We are considering here the commutative algebra (S(V ), ·) with Poisson bracket de-
fined by {u, v} := s(u, v) for all u, v ∈ V . The Moyal–Weyl product usually refers to its
deformation quantization

?h : S(V )[[h]] ⊗ S(V )[[h]] −→ S(V )[[h]]

defined, for all A,B ∈ S(V ), by

A ?h B :=
∞∑

l=0

hl

2ll!

∑

i1,...,il∈{1,...,d}
j1,...,jl∈{1,...,d}

(
l∏

k=1

s(xik , xjk)

)
∂lA

∂xi1 · · · ∂xil
∂lB

∂xj1 · · · ∂xjl
.

Here, a basis (x1, . . . , xd) of V has been chosen so that S(V ) is identified with the
polynomial algebra Q[x1, . . . , xd]. Using an analogue of Proposition 3.3 for the product
? on S(V ), it is easily checked that ? coincides with ?h at h = 1.

To connect the multiplication ? of symplectic Jacobi diagrams to the Moyal–Weyl
product, we consider a metrized Lie algebra g. Thus, g is a finite-dimensional Lie
algebra together with a symmetric bilinear form κ : g× g→ Q, which is g-invariant and
non-degenerate.

It is well-known that such a data defines a linear map A(∅) → Q[[t]], called the
weight system associated to g: This is the case of homology spheres considered in [21]
or, equivalently, the case of homology cylinders of genus g = 0. This construction
extends to higher genus as follows. First, we equip g ⊗ HQ with the symplectic form
κ⊗ ω, where ω is the intersection pairing on Σg,1.

Theorem 3.8. We can define non-trivial algebra homomorphisms

Wg :
(
A< (HQ) , <

t

)
−→ ( W (g⊗HQ) [t] , ⊗ )

and

Wg : ( A (HQ) , ? ) −→ ( S(g⊗HQ)[t] , ? ) ,

sending the internal degree to the t-degree and such that the following diagram commutes
in the category of graded algebras:

(3.7) A< (HQ)
Wg // W(g⊗HQ)[t]

A (HQ)

χ '

OO

Wg

// S(g⊗HQ)[t].

χ'

OO

Proof. Let K ∈ S2g be the 2-tensor corresponding to κ ∈ S2g∗ ' (S2g)∗ by the isomor-
phism g → g∗ adjoint to κ. Let also B ∈ Λ3g∗ '

(
Λ3g

)∗
be the alternating trilinear

form defined by x ∧ y ∧ z 7→ κ([x, y], z).
Then, any Jacobi diagram D whose external vertices are numbered from 1 to e defines

a tensor in g⊗e: Each internal vertex is replaced by a copy of B, each edge by a copy
of K and contractions are performed. If D is now colored by HQ, then we get a tensor

w̃g(D) in g⊗e⊗H⊗e
Q ' (g⊗HQ)⊗e. Let Ã (HQ) be the space of Jacobi diagrams defined

at (3.2) and define a linear map

W̃g : Ã (HQ) −→ T (g⊗HQ)[t]
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by D 7→ w̃g(D) · ti for all Jacobi diagram D with i internal vertices. This map is well-
defined since the antisymmetry and the Jacobi identity satisfied by the Lie bracket of
g are mapped to the AS and IHX relations, respectively, as usual. Observe that the

ordered disjoint union <
t defines an associative multiplication on Ã (HQ), and that W̃g

is then multiplicative.

Because the contraction of K ⊗ κ ⊗ K gives K, the map W̃g induces a linear map
Wg : A< (HQ) → W (g⊗HQ) [t]. Obviously, the multiplicativity of the former implies
the multiplicativity of the latter.

Clearly, the map W̃g induces a linear map Wg : A (HQ)→ S(g⊗HQ)[t] as well. The
commutativity of (3.7) follows from the definitions and shows that the multiplicativity
of its top map implies that of its bottom map. �

Remark 3.9. Since the form κ is g-invariant, the above two maps Wg actually take
values on the g-invariant subspaces.

4. Algebraic description of the mapping cylinder construction

In this section, we prove Theorem 1.4, which gives an algebraic description of the
mapping cylinder construction c : Ig,1 → Cg,1 at the level of graded Lie algebras. To
start with, we shall describe the action of Sp(HQ) on the four graded Lie algebras of
diagram (1.7).

4.1. Symplectic actions. We start by recalling how Sp(HQ) acts on GrΓ Ig,1⊗Q. The
conjugation action of the mapping class group Mg,1 on Ig,1 induces an Sp(H)-action

on GrΓ Ig,1 such that the Lie bracket is Sp(H)-equivariant. There is also the standard
action of Sp(H) on Λ3H, and the first Johnson homomorphism is Sp(H)-equivariant:
Thus, for g ≥ 3, the Lie algebra map

J : Lie(Λ3HQ) −→ GrΓ Ig,1 ⊗Q

is Sp(H)-equivariant. It follows that Ker(J) is an Sp(H)-submodule and so, by the
“algebraicity lemma” of [1, §2.2.8], it is an Sp(HQ)-submodule as well. Consequently,
the Lie algebra epimorphism J transports the action of Sp(HQ) on Lie(Λ3HQ) onto an

action of Sp(HQ) on GrΓ Ig,1 ⊗Q, and this extends the canonical action of Sp(H).
Let us now precise how Sp(HQ) acts on the Lie algebra of homology cylinders.

Lemma 4.1. Assume that g ≥ 0. There is a natural action of Sp(H) on the Lie algebra
GrY Cg,1, which is compatible with the usual action of Sp(H) on GrΓ Ig,1. Moreover, the

Lie bracket of GrY Cg,1 is Sp(H)-equivariant.

Proof. Let Cob(Σg,1,Σg,1) be the monoid of cobordisms from Σg,1 to Σg,1. The mapping
cylinder construction defines an inclusion Mg,1 ↪→ Cob(Σg,1,Σg,1). Thus, Mg,1 acts on
Cob(Σg,1,Σg,1) by conjugation:

Mg,1 × Cob(Σg,1,Σg,1) 3 (f,M) 7−→ f ◦M ◦ f−1 ∈ Cob(Σg,1,Σg,1).

The Mayer–Vietoris theorem shows that this action preserves the submonoid Cg,1 of
Cob(Σg,1,Σg,1). The Yi-equivalence being generated by surgeries along graph claspers
with i nodes, this action also preserves the submonoid YiCg,1 of Cg,1. This follows from
the general fact

(4.1)
∀ graph clasper G ⊂ Σg,1 × [−1, 1], ∀f ∈Mg,1,(
f ◦ (Σg,1 × [−1, 1]) ◦ f−1 , G

) ∼=
(

Σg,1 × [−1, 1] , (f × Id[−1,1])(G)
)
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about pairs (3-manifold with boundary, graph clasper). Therefore, the groupMg,1 acts

on GrY Cg,1. But, inclusion (1.2) also shows that

∀f ∈ Ig,1, ∀M ∈ YiCg,1, f ◦M ◦ f−1 ∼Yi+1 M.

So, the action of Mg,1 on GrY Cg,1 factorizes to Mg,1/Ig,1 ' Sp(H). The second state-
ment of the lemma is easily checked. �

Next, we have the following result generalizing the Sp(H)-equivariance of Johnson’s
homomorphism:

Lemma 4.2. Let g ≥ 0. The Lie algebra isomorphisms ψ and LMO, defined in § 2.2
and § 2.3 respectively, are both Sp(H)-equivariant.

So, we can transport the action of Sp(HQ) on A<,c (HQ) to an action on GrY Cg,1 ⊗Q,
which extends the natural action of Sp(H) given by Lemma 4.1.

Proof of Lemma 4.2. It is enough to show that ψ is Sp(H)-equivariant. Let D ∈ A<,c
be a connected Jacobi diagram and let F ∈ Sp(H). Choose f ∈ Mg,1 which induces F
in homology. Then, we have

ψ(F ·D) =
{

(Σg,1 × [−1, 1])C(F ·D)

}
=
{

(Σg,1 × [−1, 1])(f×Id[−1,1])(C(D))

}

(4.1)
=
{
f ◦ (Σg,1 × [−1, 1])C(D) ◦ f−1

}
= F · {ψ(D)} .

�

Remark 4.3. The construction of the LMO functor in [4] and, a fortiori, the definition
of the LMO homomorphism (2.1)

LMO = s ◦ ϕ ◦ Z̃Y : Cg,1 −→ A<

depends on a choice of meridian and parallel curves (α1, . . . , αg, β1, . . . , βg) shown in
Figure 4.1. Another choice (α′

1, . . . , α
′
g, β

′
1, . . . , β

′
g) would lead to “another” invariant

LMO′ : Cg,1 −→ A<.
Let f : Σg,1 → Σg,1 be a homeomorphism sending the curves α, β to α′, β′ respectively.

α1 αg

β1 βg

Figure 4.1. The surface Σg,1 and its system of meridians and parallels (α, β).

Then, the connection between the latter invariant and the former one is as follows:

∀M ∈ Cg,1, LMO′(M) = f∗ · LMO
(
f−1 ·M · f

)
,

where f∗ ∈ Sp(H) denotes the action of f on H. Therefore, Lemma 4.2 says that the
LMO homomorphism (2.1) does not depend on the choice of (α, β) at the graded level.
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4.2. The mapping cylinder construction at the level of graded Lie algebras.

We can prove Theorem 1.4. Let Y : Lie(Λ3HQ)→ A<,c (HQ) be the Lie algebra homo-

morphism defined by identifying Λ3HQ to A<,c1 (HQ) as follows:

a ∧ b ∧ c 7→ a b c
,

the total ordering of the external vertices being irrelevant in this case. Since the Lie
bracket of A<,c is equivariant under the action of Sp(HQ), the map Y is equivariant
as well. So, we have the following diagram in the category of graded Lie algebras with
Sp(HQ)-actions:

(4.2) GrΓ Ig,1 ⊗Q
Gr c⊗Q // GrY Cg,1 ⊗Q

LMO'

��
Lie
(
Λ3HQ

)
J

OO

Y // A<,c.

This commutes in degree 1 since the Y -part of the LMO invariant Gr Z̃Y defined in
[4] corresponds to the first Johnson homomorphism. Since the Lie algebra Lie

(
Λ3HQ

)

is generated by its degree 1 elements, that diagram commutes in any degree. This
completes the proof of Theorem 1.4.

5. The degree two case

In this section, we recall a few facts about classical representation theory of Sp2g C.
We also recall the quadratic relations of the Torelli Lie algebra, as given explicitly in
[12]. Then, we compute the Lie bracket of Ac in degree 1 + 1, which allows us to prove
Theorem 1.5.

5.1. Representation theory of Sp2g C. For basics of the representation theory of the
Lie group Sp2g C, the reader is referred to [6, §§ 16-17], the notations of which we will
follow. Thus, we denote

Sp2g A :=
{
M ∈ GL2gA : tMΩM = Ω

}
, where Ω :=

(
0 Ig
−Ig 0

)
and A := Z,Q,C.

The representation theory of the complex Lie group Sp2g C is the same as that of its Lie
algebra

sp2gC =
{
X ∈ gl2gC : tXΩ + ΩX = 0

}
.

The diagonal matrices in sp2gC form a Cartan subalgebra h. Set Hi := Ei,i − Eg+i,g+i,
where Ei,j denotes the elementary matrix with only one 1 in position (i, j). Then,
(H1, . . . ,Hg) is a basis of h whose dual basis of h∗ is denoted by (L1, . . . , Lg).

With respect to the above Cartan subalgebra h, the set of roots of sp2gC is R =
{±Li ± Lj}, and here are the corresponding eigenvectors:

eigenvalue eigenvector
Li − Lj (i 6= j) Xi,j := Ei,j −Eg+j,g+i
Li + Lj (i 6= j) Yi,j := Ei,g+j +Ej,g+i
−Li − Lj (i 6= j) Zi,j := Eg+i,j +Eg+j,i

2Li Ui := Ei,g+i
−2Li Vi := Eg+i,i
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One can declare the positive roots to be R+ = {Li+Lj|i ≤ j}∪{Li−Lj|i < j}, so that
the primitive positive roots are the Li − Li+1’s, for i = 1, . . . , g − 1, and 2Lg.

The weight lattice of sp2gC is spanned by the Li’s, and the fundamental weights are

ω1 := L1, ω2 := L1 + L2, . . . , ωg := L1 + L2 + · · · + Lg.

Then, to each g-tuple of non-negative integers (a1, . . . , ag) corresponds a unique irre-
ducible representation Γa1ω1+···+agωg of sp2gC with highest weight a1ω1 + · · · + agωg.
The data (a1, . . . , ag) can be thought of as the Young diagram with ai columns of height
i or, equivalently, as the partition λ = (ag + · · · + a2 + a1, ag + · · · + a2, . . . , ag) of
length |λ| =

∑g
i=1 i · ai. Thus, irreducible sp2gC-modules or, equivalently, irreducible

Sp2g C-modules are indexed by partitions λ with no more than g parts.
Actually, the sp2gC-module Γa1ω1+···+agωg can be realized as the “symplectic” Schur

module S〈λ〉C
2g associated to λ, i.e. the intersection in

(
C2g
)⊗|λ|

of the ordinary Schur

module SλC
2g with the kernels of all possible contractions

(
C2g
)⊗|λ| →

(
C2g
)⊗(|λ|−2)

defined by the symplectic form Ω. It follows that each representation Γa1ω1+···+agωg

exists with rational coefficients, and defines an irreducible Sp2g Q-module as well.

Example 5.1. For all k = 1, . . . , g, the fundamental representation Γωk
is the symplectic

Schur module given by the Young diagram with only one column of height k. So, Γωk

is the kernel of the contraction map

ΛkC2g −→ Λk−2C2g, v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vk 7−→
∑

i<j

(−1)i+jΩ(vi, vj) · v1 ∧ · · · v̂i · · · v̂j · · · ∧ vk.

In the sequel, we will meet some Sp2g C-modules that are restrictions of GL2g C-
modules via the canonical inclusion Sp2g C ⊂ GL2g C. In particular, the ordinary Schur

module SλC
2g can be regarded as an Sp2g C-module, and a “restriction formula” by

Littlewood gives its irreducible decomposition when the partition λ has no more than g
parts:

(5.1) SλC
2g '

⊕

µ

Nµλ · S〈µ〉C
2g.

Here, the sum is over all partitions µ with no more than g parts and

Nµλ =
∑

η

Nηµλ

is the sum of the Littlewood–Richardson coefficients Nηµλ over all partitions η with each
part occurring an even number of times. See [23, (4.4)] or [6, (25.39)] for details.

For example, the irreducible decomposition of Λ2Λ3C2g as an Sp2g C-module can be
computed using this method. We restrict to the case g ≥ 3 since this will be enough for
our purposes.

Lemma 5.2. We have the following isomorphism of Sp2g C-modules:

(5.2) Λ2Λ3C2g '





2Γ0 + 3Γω2 + Γ2ω2 + Γω1+ω3 + 2Γω4 + Γω2+ω4 + Γω6 if g ≥ 6,
2Γ0 + 3Γω2 + Γ2ω2 + Γω1+ω3 + 2Γω4 + Γω2+ω4 if g = 5,
2Γ0 + 3Γω2 + Γ2ω2 + Γω1+ω3 + Γω4 + Γω2+ω4 if g = 4,
2Γ0 + 2Γω2 + Γ2ω2 + Γω1+ω3 if g = 3.

Proof. The irreducible decomposition of Λ2Λ3C2g as a GL2g C-module can be deduced
from Pieri’s formula for all g ≥ 0:

Λ2Λ3C2g ' S(1,1,1,1,1,1)C
2g ⊕ S(2,2,1,1)C

2g,
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see [6, Exercice 15.32]. We deduce from Example 5.1 that

S(1,1,1,1,1,1)C
2g = Λ6C2g '





Γ0 + Γω2 + Γω4 + Γω6 if g ≥ 6,
Λ4C2g ' Γ0 + Γω2 + Γω4 if g = 5,
Λ2C2g ' Γ0 + Γω2 if g = 4,
C ' Γ0 if g = 3.

Moreover, Littlewood’s restriction formula (5.1) shows4 that

S(2,2,1,1)C
2g '

{
Γ0 + 2Γω2 + Γ2ω2 + Γω1+ω3 + Γω4 + Γω2+ω4 if g ≥ 4
Γ0 + 2Γω2 + Γ2ω2 + Γω1+ω3 if g = 3.

The conclusion follows. �

5.2. Quadratic relations of the Torelli Lie algebra. Let (α1, . . . , αg, β1, . . . , βg) be
a system of meridians and parallels on the surface Σg,1, as shown in Figure 4.1. This
defines a symplectic basis of HQ, so that Sp(HQ) is identified with Sp2g Q.

By abuse of notation, let ω ∈ Λ2HQ denote the bivector dual to the symplectic form
ω, namely

ω :=

g∑

i=1

αi ∧ βi.

Define r1, r2 ∈ Lie2(Λ
3HQ) by

r1 :=

{
[α1 ∧ α2 ∧ β2, α3 ∧ α4 ∧ β4] if g ≥ 4,

0 if g = 3,

r2 := [α1 ∧ α2 ∧ β2, αg ∧ ω] if g ≥ 3.

The following theorem is proved in [12] by completing Hain’s arguments [14, §11]:

Proposition 5.3 (Hain, Habegger–Sorger). If g ≥ 6, then the Sp (HQ)-module of qua-
dratic relations R2 (Ig,1) is spanned by r1 and r2.

Actually, Proposition 5.3 and its proof extend to all g ≥ 3: See (5.5) below. This
proposition together with Hain’s result (Theorem 1.1) provides a quadratic presentation
of the Torelli Lie algebra in genus g ≥ 6.

5.3. The Lie bracket b2. In order to prove Theorem 1.5, we need to compute the Lie
bracket of Ac(HQ) in degree 1 + 1:

b2 := [−,−]? : Λ2Ac1 −→ Ac2.

The following formula for b2 is deduced from (3.4).

Lemma 5.4. For all x1, x2, x3 ∈ HQ and y1, y2, y3 ∈ HQ, we have



x2 x3

x1

,
y2 y3

y1


?

=
∑

i=1,2,3
j=1,2,3

ω(xi, yj)

xi+2 yj+1

xi+1 yj+2

− 1

4

∣∣∣∣∣
ω(x1, y1) ω(x1, y2) ω(x1, y3)

ω(x2, y1) ω(x2, y2) ω(x2, y3)
ω(x3, y1) ω(x3, y2) ω(x3, y3)

∣∣∣∣∣· .

4When g = 3, the partition (2, 2, 1, 1) has too many parts to apply directly (5.1). Nevertheless, there
is a trick to overpass this restriction: See [23, §6 (ii)].
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The source of the map b2 is decomposed into irreducible Sp (HQ)-modules according
to Lemma 5.2. As for the target of the map b2, (3.5) gives the following decomposition:

Ac2 = Ac2,0 ⊕Ac2,1 ⊕Ac2,2,
where

Ac2,0 =

〈

y z

x w

|x, y, z, w ∈ HQ

〉

Q

,

Ac2,1 =

〈
x y |x, y ∈ HQ

〉

Q

,

Ac2,2 =
〈 〉

Q
.

For any g ≥ 0, we have

Ac2,0 ' S(2,2)HQ, Ac2,1 ' S2HQ, Ac2,2 ' Q.

So, for g ≥ 3, we have the following irreducible decompositions into Sp(HQ)-modules:

Ac2,0 ' Γ0 + Γω2 + Γ2ω2 , Ac2,1 ' Γ2ω1 , Ac2,2 ' Γ0,

where the decomposition of Ac2,0 is deduced from Littlewood’s formula (5.1).

5.4. The image of b2. Im(b2) is described by the following

Proposition 5.5. If g ≥ 3, then we have

Im(b2) = Ac2,ev = Ac2,0 ⊕Ac2,2 (' 2Γ0 + Γω2 + Γ2ω2) .

This corresponds to Morita’s result [27, 28] that (Γ2Ig,1/Γ3Ig,1)⊗Q is classified by the
second Johnson homomorphism (onto Ac2,0) and by the Casson invariant (onto Ac2,2).

Proof of Proposition 5.5. By (3.6), we have Im(b2) ⊂ Ac2,ev. To prove the converse

inclusion, we use decompositions into irreducible Sp(HQ)-modules. As mentioned in
[35, §3], some highest weight vectors of Ac2,0 are given by

eigenvalue eigenvector

2ω2

α1 α2

α2 α1

ω2
∑g

i=1
α2 αi

α1 βi

=:
α1 α2

ω

0
∑g

i,j=1
βi αj

αi βj

=:
ω ω

and this is easily checked. Since


α1 α2

β3

,
α2 α1

α3



?

=
α1 α2

α2 α1

and

g∑

i=2



α1 α2

β1

,
βi αi

α1



?

=
α1 α2

ω

,

the summand Γ2ω2 + Γω2 of Ac2,0 is in the image of [−,−]?. In order to prove that the
summand 2Γ0 of Ac2,ev is in the image as well, we need to compute the Lie bracket of
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the Sp(HQ)-invariants of Λ2Ac1. Those Sp(HQ)-invariants of Λ2Λ3HQ can be obtained
by Morita’s method [30, §4.2]: We find

T1 :=

g∑

i,j,k=1 αj βj

αi

∧
αk βk

βi

corresponding to the trivalent graph with only one edge and two loop-edges, and

T2 :=

g∑

i,j,k=1 αj αk

αi

∧
βj βk

βi

−
αj βk

αi

∧
βj αk

βi

−
αk βi

αj

∧
βk αi

βj

−
αi βj

αk

∧
βi αj

βk

corresponding to the theta-shaped graph. Then, computations by hand lead to

[T1]? = − g(g−1)
4 + (g − 1)

ω ω
,

[T2]? = − g(g−1)(2g−1)
2 + 6(g − 1)

ω ω
.

Those two vectors of Ac2,ev are not colinear since
∣∣∣∣

g(g−1)
4

g(g−1)(2g−1)
2

(1− g) 6(1 − g)

∣∣∣∣ = g(g − 1)2(g − 2) 6= 0.

We deduce that both and
ω ω

are in the image of [−,−]?, thus proving the lemma.

�

5.5. The kernel of b2. Ker(b2) is described by the following

Lemma 5.6. If g ≥ 3, then we have

Ker(b2) = 〈r1, r2〉Sp(HQ),

where r1, r2 ∈ Λ2Ac1 ' Λ2Λ3HQ are defined in § 5.2.

Proof. Lemma 5.4 gives [r1]? = 0 and [r2]? = 0 (by the IHX relation). Since the bracket
[−,−]? is Sp(HQ)-equivariant, we have

(5.3) 〈r1, r2〉Sp(HQ) ⊂ Ker (b2) .

Moreover, we have the following inclusions

(5.4) 〈r1, r2〉Sp(HQ) ⊃





2Γω2 + Γω1+ω3 + 2Γω4 + Γω2+ω4 + Γω6 if g ≥ 6,
2Γω2 + Γω1+ω3 + 2Γω4 + Γω2+ω4 if g = 5,
2Γω2 + Γω1+ω3 + Γω4 + Γω2+ω4 if g = 4,
Γω2 + Γω1+ω3 if g = 3,

which is shown in [12, §2] for g ≥ 6: It is easy to adapt the arguments used there to
the cases g = 3, 4, 5. Then, it follows from (5.2) and (5.4) that 〈r1, r2〉Sp(HQ) contains a

submodule whose complement in Λ2Ac1 is isomorphic to 2Γ0+Γω2 +Γ2ω2 . By Proposition
5.5, this submodule is isomorphic to Ker (b2). Thus, we conclude thanks to (5.3). �

We can now complete the proof of Theorem 1.5. Johnson’s formula computes the
first Johnson homomorphism τ1 on “Bounding Pair” (BP) maps [16, Corollary p.233].
For i = 1, 2, one easily finds a pair of BP maps fi and gi having disjoint supports and
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satisfying τ1(fi) ∧ τ1(gi) = ri. Consequently, the commutative diagram (4.2) gives in
degree 2

GrΓ2 Ig,1 ⊗Q
Gr2 c⊗Q // GrY2 Cg,1 ⊗Q

LMO2'

��
Lie2

(
Λ3HQ

)
/〈r1, r2〉Sp(HQ)

J2

OO

Y 2 // A<,c2 .

The kernel of Y2 = χ2 ◦ b2 is 〈r1, r2〉Sp(HQ) (by Lemma 5.6), so that the map J 2 in the
prevous diagram is injective. Thus, we obtain

R2(Ig,1) = 〈r1, r2〉Sp(HQ) for g ≥ 3,(5.5)

which slightly generalizes Proposition 5.3. We conclude that Ker(Y2) = R2(Ig,1).

6. Stability with respect to the genus

In this short section, we consider stability with respect to the genus for the filtrations
Γ and Y on Ig,1 and Cg,1, respectively. We start by fixing surface inclusions

Σ0,1 ⊂ Σ1,1 ⊂ Σ2,1 ⊂ · · · .

Thus, we have group monomorphisms

I0,1 ↪→ I1,1 ↪→ I2,1 ↪→ · · · ,

which allows us to regard Ig,1 as a subgroup of lim−→g
Ig,1. Then, the stabilized lower

central series of Ig,1 is defined by

Γstab
i Ig,1 := Ig,1 ∩ Γi lim−→

g

Ig,1 = Ig,1 ∩ lim−→
g

ΓiIg,1.

Similarly, we can regard Cg,1 as a submonoid of lim−→g
Cg,1. The stabilized Y -filtration

of Cg,1 is defined by

Y stab
i Cg,1 := Cg,1 ∩ lim−→

g

YiCg,1.

The following proposition means that the Y -filtration for homology cylinders is stable.

Proposition 6.1. For all g ≥ 0 and for all i ≥ 1, we have

YiCg,1 = Y stab
i Cg,1.

Proposition 6.1 is proved at the end of this section, and we now use it to state
Conjecture 1.7 in a different way:

Conjecture 6.2. For any g ≥ 0, the stabilized lower central series of the Torelli group
Ig,1 coincides with the Y -filtration:

Γstab
j Ig,1 = Ig,1 ∩ YjCg,1 for all j ≥ 1.(6.1)

The inclusion “⊂” in (6.1) holds true, and it can be deduced from Proposition 6.1 as
follows. If x ∈ Γstab

j Ig,1, then x ∈ Ig,1 and x ∈ ΓjIg′,1 for some g′ ≥ g. The latter

implies that x ∈ YjCg′,1 and, since x ∈ Cg,1, we deduce that x ∈ Y stab
j Cg,1 = YjCg,1.
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Proof that Conjectures 1.7 and 6.2 are equivalent. Conjecture 1.7 is equivalent to the
injectivity of

lim−→
g

Gri c : lim−→
g

ΓiIg,1/Γi+1Ig,1 −→ lim−→
g

YiCg,1/Yi+1(6.2)

for all i ≥ 1. By Proposition 6.1, injectivity of (6.2) is equivalent to the statement that,
if x ∈ ΓiIg,1 satisfies x ∈ Yi+1Cg,1 then x ∈ Γstab

i+1 Ig,1. So, Conjecture 1.7 is equivalent to
the statement that

ΓiIg,1 ∩ Yi+1Cg,1 ⊂ Γstab
i+1 Ig,1 for all i ≥ 1.(6.3)

Clearly, the inclusion “⊃” in (6.1) implies (6.3). Conversely, using Proposition 6.1
again, it is easily shown by induction on j ≥ 1 that (6.3) implies the inclusion “⊃” in
(6.1). Thus Conjecture 1.7 is equivalent to Conjecture 6.2. �

Proof of Proposition 6.1. The inclusion “⊂” is obvious. To prove “⊃”, suppose that
x ∈ Y stab

i Cg,1 is represented by a homology cylinder M over Σg,1. Then we have x ∈ Cg,1
and x ∈ YiCg′,1 for some g′ > g. In other words, the homology cylinder

M ′ = M ∪∂Σg,1×[−1,1] ((Σg′,1 \ intΣg,1)× [−1, 1])

over Σg′,1, which represents x ∈ YiCg′,1, is Yi-equivalent to the trivial cylinder M0 :=
Σg′,1 × [−1, 1]. Hence there are mutually disjoint, connected graph claspers C1, . . . , Cp
(p ≥ 0) in M0, each having i nodes, such that the result (M0)C1,...,Cp from M0 of surgery
along C1, . . . , Cp is homeomorphic to M ′ relative to boundary.

Let Σ̃g,1 denote a surface obtained from Σg,1 by attaching a collar N := S1 × [0, 1]

along ∂Σg,1. Thus Σ̃g,1 is a compact, oriented surface of genus g with one boundary
component, which contain Σg,1 in its interior. There is a (not proper) embedding

f : Σg′,1 × [−1, 1] ↪→ Σ̃g,1 × [−1, 1]

such that

� f is the identity on Σg,1 × [−1, 1],

� f maps ∂Σg′,1 × [−1, 1] homeomorphically onto ∂Σ̃g,1 × [−1, 1].

Let M ′′ := (Σ̃g,1× [−1, 1])f(C1),...,f(Cp) be the homology cylinder over Σ̃g,1 obtained from

the cylinder Σ̃g,1 × [−1, 1] by surgery along f(C1), . . . , f(Cp). If we regard M ′′ as a

homology cylinder over Σg,1 by a homeomorphism Σ̃g,1
∼= Σg,1 which is identity outside

a small neighborhood of the collar N ⊂ Σ̃g,1, then M ′′ is homeomorphic to M relative
to boundary. Hence M is Yi-equivalent to the trivial cylinder, i.e. x ∈ YiCg,1. �

7. The closed surface case

In this section, we extend our results to the case of a closed connected oriented surface
of genus g, which we denote by Σg. We set H := H1(Σg) and ω : H ⊗H → Z denotes
the intersection pairing of Σg. Let Ig be the Torelli group of the surface Σg, and let Cg
be the monoid of homology cylinders over Σg.
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7.1. The ideals I< ⊂ A< and I<,c ⊂ A<,c. In this subsection, we introduce an ideal
I< in the algebra A< and an ideal I<,c in the Lie algebra A<,c. The latter appears in
[13].

By an ω-diagram, we mean a Jacobi diagram such that each external vertex is labeled
by either an element of HQ or the symbol “ω”, and such that each component has at
least one internal vertex or has at least one vertex labeled ω. An external vertex labeled
ω is called an ω-vertex. The degree of an ω-diagram D is defined to be the sum of the
internal degree of D and the number of ω-vertices in D.

By an (ω,<)-diagram, we mean an ω-diagram whose external vertices are totally
ordered. To each (ω,<)-diagram D, we associate an element in A< as follows:

(7.1) · · · < < · · · · · · < < · · ·<
7−→

g∑

i=1ω αi βi

.

Using this rule, we regard (ω,<)-diagrams as elements of A<. Some basic properties for
(ω,<)-diagrams are in order.

Lemma 7.1 (STU-relation for ω-vertex). In the space A<, we have the following iden-
tities:

· · · < < · · ·< · · · < < · · ·<

· · · < < · · ·< · · · < < · · ·<

· · · < < · · ·

· · · < < · · ·

−

−

= −

= −

ω x x ω x

ω ω ω ω ω

,

.

Proof. The first identity follows for 2g applications of the STU-like relation in the space
A<. The second identity is proved by applying 2g times the first identity and using the
IHX relation. �

Lemma 7.2 (Commutation identity for ω-vertex). In the space A<, an ω-vertex com-
mutes with any (ω,<)-diagram, i.e.

· · · < < · · ·< < · · · <
ω x1 xr

D

· · · < < · · ·<< · · · <
ωx1 xr

D= ,

where x1, . . . , xr belong to HQ ∪ {ω}.
Proof. According to Lemma 7.1, the difference between the left hand side term and the
right hand side term is given by

d :=

< · · · <
x1 xr

D

− ,

where the “box” notation is recalled in Figure 7.1. Using the IHX and AS relations, one
can “slide” the box upwards which shows that d = 0. �
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. . . . . . . . . . . .
:= + + · · ·+

Figure 7.1. The box notation

Lemma 7.3. Sp(HQ) acts trivially on each ω-vertex in a (ω,<)-diagram. That is, if
D is an (ω,<)-diagram with some ω-vertices and other vertices u1, . . . , ul labeled by
c1, . . . , cl ∈ HQ respectively, then, for each F ∈ Sp(HQ), F · D ∈ A< is represented by
the diagram obtained from D by changing the labels for u1, . . . , ul with F (c1), . . . , F (cl)
respectively and by leaving the ω-vertices unchanged.

Proof. This is immediate from the fact that F · ω = ω ∈ Λ2HQ for all F ∈ Sp(HQ). �

An (ω,<)-diagram is called an ω-smallest diagram if the smallest external vertex is
an ω-vertex. Let I< ⊂ A< denote the (homogeneous) subspace spanned by ω-smallest
diagrams.

Proposition 7.4. I< is a Hopf ideal in A<, closed under the Sp(HQ)-action.

Proof of Proposition 7.4. It is clear that I< is a right ideal in the algebra A<. Lemma
7.2 implies that I< is a left ideal in A< as well. Thus I< is a two-sided ideal. It is easy to
check that I< is a Hopf ideal. By Lemma 7.3, I< is closed under the Sp(HQ)-action. �

Therefore, the quotient A</I< is a graded Hopf algebra with Sp(HQ)-action. It also
follows from Proposition 7.4 that

I<,c := I< ∩A<,c

is an ideal in the Lie algebra A<,c. Using the fact that A< = U(A<,c), it can be seen
that the subspace I<,c is spanned by connected ω-smallest diagrams.

7.2. Diagrammatic description of GrY Cg⊗Q. We can now state the main result of
this section, which is the analogue of Theorem 1.2 in the closed surface case.

To relate the bordered surface case to the closed surface case, we fix an embedding

(7.2) i : Σg,1 ↪→ Σg,

which induces a surjective homomorphism of graded Lie algebras with Sp(HQ)-action:

Gr i⊗Q : GrY Cg,1 ⊗Q −→ GrY Cg ⊗Q.

Theorem 7.5. Let g ≥ 0. There exist mutually inverse isomorphisms of graded Lie
algebras with Sp(HQ)-action

A<,c (HQ) /I<,c (HQ)

ψ

−→←−
LMO

GrY Cg ⊗Q,(7.3)

such that the following diagram is commutative:

(7.4) A<,c

ψ'
��

proj // // A<,c/I<,c

ψ '
��

GrY Cg,1 ⊗Q
Gr i⊗Q // //

LMO

EE

GrY Cg ⊗Q.

LMO

YY
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The proof of Theorem 7.5 is given in § 7.3 and § 7.4.

Remark 7.6. The definition of the surgery map ψ : A<,c/I<,c −→ GrY Cg ⊗Q is sug-
gested in [13], where it is also conjectured to be an isomorphism. The degree 1 case is
done in [25].

7.3. The surgery map ψ. Let ψ : A<,c → GrY Cg,1⊗Q be the surgery map defined in
§ 2.2 in the case of the bordered surface Σg,1.

Lemma 7.7. The map (Gr i⊗Q) ◦ ψ vanishes on the subspace I<,c.

Consequently, the surgery map for Σg,1 induces a surgery map for Σg

ψ : A<,c/I<,c −→ GrY Cg ⊗Q,

such that ψ ◦ proj = (Gr i⊗Q) ◦ ψ.

Proof of Lemma 7.7. Let D be a connected ω-smallest diagram of degree i. By the
rule (7.1), we can assume that D has only one ω-vertex v, and it suffices to show that
(Gr i ⊗ Q) ◦ ψ(D) = 0. Let C be a connected graph clasper in Σg,1 × [−1, 1], which
realizes “topologically” D in the sense of § 2.2, except that the leaf Lv corresponding to
v goes along ∂Σg,1 × {t}, where t ∈ (−1, 1).

The graph clasper C can be regarded in the product Σg × [−1, 1] via the inclusion
i : Σg,1 ↪→ Σg. There, the leaf Lv bounds a disk whose interior does not intersect C.
Therefore, we have

(Σg × [−1, 1])i(C)
∼= Σg × [−1, 1].(7.5)

Since v is the smallest external vertex, one can arrange by an isotopy of C that the
level surface Σg,1×{t}, bounded by the leaf Lv, does not intersect the edges of C. So, by
clasper calculus [13], the graph clasper C can be transformed to a clasper C ′ by trading
the leaf Lv for a box B with g input edges e1, . . . , eg such that each ej is connected
to a node wj , which is itself connected by edges to two leaves representing the isotopy
classes of the curves αj and βj , respectively. Recall that (α1, β1, . . . , αg, βg) is a system
of meridians and parallels for the surface Σg,1, as shown on Figure 4.1.

Next, by using the zip construction, we see that surgery along C ′ is Yi+1-equivalent to
surgery along the disjoint union of g graph claspers C1, . . . , Cg, where Cj is obtained from
C by replacing the leaf Lv with a node connected by edges to two leaves representing
αj and βj , respectively.

Let D1, . . . , Dg denote the (ω,<)-diagrams obtained from D by replacing v with an
internal vertex connected to two external vertices labeled by αi and βi, respectively, the
former being declared smaller than the latter. Then we have

ψ(

g∑

j=1

Dj) = ±
g∑

j=1

{
(Σg,1 × [−1, 1])Cj

}
Yi+1

= ±{(Σg,1 × [−1, 1])C′}Yi+1
,

where the second identity is proved by clasper calculus. By (7.5), Gr i ⊗ Q maps the
right hand side to 0. Hence we have

(Gr i⊗Q) ◦ ψ(D) = (Gr i⊗Q) ◦ ψ(

g∑

i=1

Di) = 0.

�
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7.4. The LMO map. In this subsection, we construct a Lie algebra homomorphism

(7.6) LMO: GrY Cg ⊗Q −→ A<,c/I<,c.
It is induced by the map LMO : GrY Cg,1 ⊗ Q −→ A<,c of § 2.3, in the sense that
LMO ◦(Gr i⊗Q) = proj ◦LMO. This will complete the proof of Theorem 7.5.

To do this, it is enough to show that the monoid homomorphism LMO = s ◦ϕ ◦ Z̃Y :
Cg,1 → A< introduced in § 2.3 induces a monoid homomorphism

(7.7) LMO : Cg −→ A</I<.

We start by recalling from [4] how the maps Z̃Y and s are defined. First of all, a
LMO functor

Z̃ : LCob −→ tsA
is defined from the category LCob of “Lagrangian cobordisms” between compact con-
nected oriented surfaces with circle boundary5 to the category tsA of “top-substantial
Jacobi diagrams”. The category tsA has non-negative integers as objects. For g, h ≥ 0,
tsA(g, f) is (the degree completion of) a Q-vector space spanned by Jacobi diagrams with
external vertices labelled by bge+ := {1+, . . . , g+} or bfe− := {1−, . . . , f−} such that
each strut component, if any, does not connect an i+ with a j+, for some 1 ≤ i, j ≤ g.
The identity of g ≥ 0 in the category tsA is the following exponential of struts:

Idg = expt

(
g∑

i=1
i−

i+
)
.

Since LCob(g, g) contains the monoid Cg,1 of homology cylinders, Z̃ restricts to an
invariant of homology cylinders. Let AY (bge+ ∪ bge−) be the space of Jacobi diagrams
with external vertices colored by bge+ ∪ bge− and without strut component, modulo
the AS, IHX and multilinearity relations. It is shown in [4] that, for all M ∈ Cg,1,
Z̃(M) ∈ tsA(g, g) splits as

Z̃(M) = Idg tZ̃Y (M)

where

Z̃Y (M) ∈ AY
(
bge+ ∪ bge−

)

denotes the Y -reduction of Z̃(M). Thus, we obtain a monoid homomorphism

(7.8) Z̃Y : Cg,1 −→ AY
(
bge+ ∪ bge−

)
,

where the space AY (bge+ ∪ bge−) is equipped with the multiplication ? defined by

D ? E :=

(
sum of all ways of gluing some of the i+-colored vertices of D

to some of the i−-colored vertices of E, for all i = 1, . . . , g

)
.

This product was introduced in [8].
As for the graded algebra isomorphism

ϕ :
(
AY

(
bge+ ∪ bge−

)
, ?
)
−→

(
A<(−HQ),<t

)

it is defined by declaring that “each i−-colored vertex should be smaller than any i+-
colored vertex” and by changing the colors of external vertices according to the rules
(i− 7→ αi) and (i+ 7→ βi). See [4].

5To be exact, one has to choose a parenthesizing of the handles of the surface Σg,1 for each g ≥ 0.
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Instead of considering cobordisms between surfaces with one boundary component,
one can consider cobordisms between closed surfaces. We defined in [4] a congruence
relation ∼ on LCob such that the quotient category LCob/ ∼ gives the category of
“Lagrangian cobordisms” between closed surfaces.

For g ≥ 0, let ag ∈ tsA(g + 1, g) be defined by

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

ag :=
∑

i1,...,ig≥0

1

i1! · · · ig!

1+ 2+ 2+ (g + 1)+ (g + 1)+

1− 1− g− g−︸ ︷︷ ︸
i1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ig

,

where the “box” notation is recalled in Figure 7.1. For g, f ≥ 0, let I(g, f) denote the
subspace of tsA(g, f) defined by

I(g, f) = {af ◦ x | x ∈ tsA(g, f + 1)}.

The vector spaces I(g, f), where g, f ≥ 0, form an ideal in the linear category tsA, i.e.,
we have

tsA(g, f) ◦ I(h, g) ⊂ I(h, f),

I(g, f) ◦ tsA(h, g) ⊂ I(h, f).

Thus, we can consider the quotient category tsA/I. The ideal I of tsA is introduced in an
equivalent way in [4], where it is proved that the LMO functor sends ∼ to the congruence
relation defined by I. Hence a functor on the category of Lagrangian cobordisms between
closed surfaces:

LCob
eZ //

proj
����

tsA
proj

����
LCob/ ∼ eZ //___ tsA/I

We are going to prove the following technical result.

Lemma 7.8. Each element y of AY (bge+ ∪ bge−), such that y t Idg belongs to I(g, g),
is sent by the algebra map s ◦ ϕ to an element of I<(HQ) ⊂ A<(HQ).

This lemma shows that LMO = s ◦ ϕ ◦ Z̃Y : Cg,1 → A< induces a monoid homomor-
phism LMO : Cg → A</I< as desired. Indeed, assume that M,M ′ ∈ Cg,1 are such that
i(M) = i(M ′) ∈ Cg. Then, the Lagrangian cobordisms M and M ′ are congruent so that

Z̃(M)− Z̃(M ′) ∈ I(g, g). Lemma 7.8 implies that

LMO(M) − LMO(M ′) = s ◦ ϕ(Z̃Y (M)− Z̃Y (M ′)) ∈ I<.

This will conclude the proof of Theorem 7.5.
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Proof of Lemma 7.8. Let y ∈ AY (bge+ ∪ bge−) be such that

t := y t expt

(
g∑

i=1
i−

i+
)
∈ I(g, g).

Then, t is a series of elements of the form

ux := ag ◦
(
x t expt

(
g∑

i=1
(i+ 1)−

i+
))

,

where either

(1) x ∈ AY (bge+ ∪ bg + 1e−) is a diagram involving exactly one label 1−, or

(2) x = x′ t x′′ with x′ ∈ AY (bge+ ∪ bg + 1e−) involving no label 1−, and x′′ =
1−

e+

with e ∈ {1, . . . , g} or x′′ =
1− e−

with e ∈ {2, . . . , g + 1}.

Then, we have

ux = uYx t expt

(
g∑

i=1
i−

i+
)
,

where

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

for x = , uY
x = +

g∑

k=1

1− ︸ ︷︷ ︸
6=1−

i+1 i+n

j−1 j−s

i+1 i+n

(j1−1)− (js−1)−

i+1 i+n

(j1−1)− (js−1)− k−

k+

.
X X X

So, it is enough to show that, for all x of the above form, s ◦ ϕ(uYx ) is an ω-smallest
diagram. This follows from Lemma 7.1. �

Remark 7.9. The surgery map ψ : A<,c/I<,c → GrY Cg ⊗ Q does not depend on the
choice (7.2) of the embedding i : Σg,1 ↪→ Σg because, by clasper calculus, it can be defined

directly with no reference to Σg,1. Consequently, LMO = ψ−1 : GrY Cg⊗Q→ A<,c/I<,c
is independent of i too. But, the monoid homomorphism LMO : Cg → A</I< does
depend on the choices of i and (α1, . . . , αg, β1, . . . , βg), see Remark 4.3.

7.5. The ideals I ⊂ A and Ic ⊂ Ac. We defined in § 3.1 an Sp(HQ)-equivariant,
graded Hopf algebra isomorphism

χ : A '−→ A<,
which restricts to an Sp(HQ)-equivariant, graded Lie algebra isomorphism

χ : Ac '−→ A<,c.
The purpose of this subsection is to compute

I := χ−1(I<) ⊂ A, Ic := χ−1(I<,c) ⊂ Ac,
which are ideals in A and Ac, respectively, closed under the Sp(HQ)-action.
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Proposition 7.10. The subspace I of A is spanned by elements of the form

(7.9)

ω x1 xe x1 xe· · · · · ·

−1

4

∑

1≤j<k≤e

ω(xj , xk)

D D

j k

· · ·cxj · · · cxk · · ·

,

where x1 . . . , xe ∈ HQ and where the ω-vertex means

(7.10) =

g∑

i=1
ω αi βi

.

Moreover, the subspace Ic of Ac is spanned by elements of the form (7.9) where D is
assumed to be connected.

Proof. Let Ǐ denote the Q-vector space spanned by ω-diagrams with exactly one ω-
vertex, modulo the AS, IHX and multilinearity relations. Similarly, let Ǐ< denote the
Q-vector space spanned by ω-smallest diagrams with exactly one ω-vertex, modulo the
AS, IHX, STU-like and multilinearity relations. (Here, the STU-like relation is not
applicable to the ω-vertex.) There is a natural surjective linear map

λ< : Ǐ< −→ I<,

which maps each diagram in Ǐ< to itself, using the rule (7.1).
We consider the linear map

k : Ǐ −→ Ǐ<,

that maps each diagram D ∈ Ǐ with e HQ-colored external vertices to the average of the
e! ω-smallest diagrams obtained from D by choosing any order on the HQ-colored exter-
nal vertices, and by declaring them to be larger than the ω-vertex. One can prove that
k is an isomorphism, similarly to the proof in § 3.1 that χ : A → A< is an isomorphism.

Next, we define the linear map

λ := χ−1 ◦ λ< ◦ k : Ǐ
k−→ Ǐ<

λ<

−→ I<
χ−1

−→ I.

Since λ is surjective, it is enough to prove that, for all ω-diagram with only one ω-vertex

ω x1 xe· · · · · ·

D

d =
,
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λ(d) is given by formula (7.9). Thus, we have to compute

λ(d) = χ−1




1

e!

∑

1≤i≤g
σ∈Se

xσ(1) xσ(e)αi βi

< < < · · · <

D

σ




= t0 + t1 + t2 + · · · ,
where tp is the term involving p simultaneous contractions in the formula (3.1) that
describes χ−1.

The term t0 is d itself, seen as an element of A using the rule (7.10). The term t1
involves three types of contraction:

(1) The αi-colored vertex is contracted with the βi-colored vertex: This gives a
diagram with a loop edge, which is trivial by the AS relation.

(2) The αi-colored vertex, or the βi-colored vertex, is contracted with an xσ(j)-
colored vertex. The sum of all these contractions (over i = 1, . . . , g and j =
1, . . . , e) gives the following linear combination of diagrams:

− 1

2 · e!
∑

σ∈Se

xσ(1) xσ(e)
· · ·

D

σ
.

The generic term of this sum can be transformed by the IHX and AS relations
to a diagram with a loop edge, and so is trivial.

(3) An xσ(j)-colored vertex is contracted with an xσ(i)-colored vertex: Such a term
will cancel with another one of the same kind since ω is skew-symmetric.

So, t1 is trivial. As for the term t2, the above arguments show that it is enough to
consider the contraction of the αi-colored vertex with an xσ(j)-colored vertex together
with the contraction of the βi-colored vertex with an xσ(k)-colored vertex (where j 6= k
and j, k ∈ {1, . . . , e}). The sum of all these contractions gives the second term of the
formula (7.9). Finally, the higher terms tp are trivial since a p-fold contraction with p ≥ 2
should involve at least the contraction of an xσ(j)-colored vertex with an xσ(i)-colored
vertex. �

7.6. Algebraic description of Gr c ⊗ Q. In this subsection, we prove analogues of
Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 for the closed surface Σg. In this case, the first Johnson homo-
morphism is a map

τ1 : Ig −→ Λ3H/H,

where H embeds into Λ3H by h 7→ h ∧ ω. It is induced by the first Johnson homomor-
phism of the boundary case:

Ig,1
τ1

��

i // // Ig
τ1

��

Λ3H
proj

// // Λ3H/H.
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The homomorphism τ1 induces an isomorphism between GrΓ
1 Ig⊗Q and Λ3HQ/HQ [16],

hence a Lie algebra epimorphism

J : Lie(Λ3HQ/HQ) −→ GrΓ Ig ⊗Q.

Define R(Ig) := Ker(J). Hain’s Theorem 1.1 holds in the closed case as well. See [14]
where the following result is also proved:

Proposition 7.11 (Hain). If g ≥ 3, then the Sp (HQ)-module of quadratic relations
R2(Ig) is spanned by the class of r1, where r1 ∈ Lie2(Λ

3HQ) has been defined in §5.2.

As an analogue of Theorem 1.4 in the closed case, we obtain the following statement:

Theorem 7.12. If g ≥ 3, then the following diagram in the category of graded Lie
algebras with Sp(HQ)-actions is commutative:

Lie
(
Λ3HQ/HQ

)
/R(Ig)

J '
��

Y // A<,c (HQ) /I<,c (HQ)

ψ '

��

GrΓ Ig ⊗Q
Gr c⊗Q // GrY Cg ⊗Q

LMO

YY

Here, Y is induced by the Lie algebra map Y : Lie
(
Λ3HQ/HQ

)
→ A<,c (HQ) /I<,c (HQ)

which, in degree 1, sends the class of x ∧ y ∧ z to the class of the Y -graph
x y z

.

Proof. The diagram commutes because its analogue for the surface Σg,1 does. �

Let us now consider the situation in degree 2. Again, it is convenient to switch from
A</I< to A/I. Thus, we consider the Lie bracket of Ac/Ic in degree 1 + 1:

c2 := [−,−]? : Λ2 (Ac1/Ic1) −→ Ac2/Ic2 .

According to Proposition 7.10, the subspace I c2 ⊂ Ac2 is generated by

x y

ω

− ω(x, y)

4
· , ∀x, y ∈ HQ.

So, Ic2 is contained in the even part Ac2,ev.

Proposition 7.13. If g ≥ 3, then we have

Im(c2) = Ac2,ev/Ic2 (' Γ0 + Γ2ω2) and Ker(c2) = 〈 {r1} 〉Sp(HQ).

Proof. Proposition 5.5 and the commutative diagram

Λ2Λ3HQ

proj
����

b2=χ−1
2 Y2 // Ac2

proj
����

Λ2
(
Λ3HQ/HQ

) c2=χ
−1
2 Y2 // Ac2/Ic2
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shows that the image of c2 coincides with Ac2,ev/Ic2. The irreducible decomposition of

Ac2,ev/Ic2 is deduced from the decomposition of Ac2,ev:

eigenvalue eigenvector

2ω2

{

α1 α2

α2 α1}

0 {
ω ω

} =
{g

4 ·
}

Let us now identify the kernel of c2. First, we observe that

Ker
(
Ac2,ev → Ac2,ev/Ic2

)
=

〈

α1 α2

ω

,
ω ω

− g

4
·
〉

Sp(HQ)

.

Moreover, the proof of Proposition 5.5 shows that

b2


−

α1 α2

β1

∧
ω α1


 =

α1 α2

ω

,

and b2

(
1

g − 1

g∑

i=1
ω αi

∧
ω βi

)
=

ω ω
− g

4 · .

Thus,

Ker(c2) = proj


Ker(b2) +

〈

α1 α2

β1

∧
ω α1

,
1

g − 1

g∑

i=1
ω αi

∧
ω βi

〉

Sp(HQ)


 .

We conclude with Lemma 5.6 that Ker(c2) is Sp (HQ)-spanned by {r1}. �

Finally, we have the following commutative diagram:

GrΓ2 Ig ⊗Q
Gr2 c⊗Q // GrY2 Cg ⊗Q

LMO2'

��
Lie2

(
Λ3HQ/HQ

)
/ 〈 {r1} 〉Sp(HQ)

J2

OO

Y 2 // A<,c2 /I<,c2 .

The previous proposition shows that Y 2 is injective, which implies that J 2 is injective
(hence Hain’s Proposition 7.11). We conclude that

Ker(Y2) = R2 (Ig) ,
which is the analogue of Theorem 1.5 in the closed case. Thus, the map Gr c ⊗ Q :
GrΓ Ig ⊗Q→ GrY Cg ⊗Q is injective in degree 2.

8. Remarks and questions

In this section, we assume g ≥ 6 for simplicity. Some statements can be adapted to
more general cases. Also, we consider only the surfaces with one boundary component,
though most of the arguments below generalize to closed surfaces.
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8.1. The Lie subalgebra a(HQ) ⊂ Ac (HQ). Let a(HQ) be the Lie subalgebra of
Ac (HQ) generated by its degree 1 part Ac1 (HQ) ' Λ3HQ.

Question 8.1. Is the graded Lie algebra a(HQ) quadratically presented?

According to Lemma 5.6, a(HQ) has a quadratic presentation if and only if the kernel
of the Lie algebra map

χ−1 ◦ Y : Lie
(
Λ3HQ

)
−→ Ac (HQ) , x ∧ y ∧ z 7−→

x

y z

is generated as an ideal by 〈r1, r2〉Sp(HQ).
By Theorem 1.4, Question 8.1 is equivalent to the fact that the Torelli Lie algebra is

quadratically presented (i.e. the second part of Hain’s Theorem 1.1) and the injectivity
of Gr c⊗Q : GrΓ Ig,1 ⊗Q −→ GrY Cg,1 ⊗Q.

Another very interesting problem would be to characterize the elements of Ac (HQ)
belonging to a (HQ). Recall from (3.6) that a (HQ) is contained in Ac∗,ev (HQ).

8.2. Johnson homomorphisms and symplectic tree diagrams. Let us explain
how the questions asked in § 8.1 connect to problems about Johnson homomorphisms.
Let

Ig,1 = Ig,1[1] ⊃ Ig,1[2] ⊃ Ig,1[3] ⊃ · · ·
be the Johnson filtration of the Torelli group [17], defined by

(8.1) Ig,1[i] := Ker
(
Ig,1 −→ Aut(π1Σg,1/Γi+1(π1Σg,1))

)
for i ≥ 1.

It is proved in [29] that
[
Ig,1[k], Ig,1[l]

]
⊂ Ig,1[k + l] ∀k, l ≥ 1,

hence a Lie bracket on the graded Abelian group Gr[−] Ig,1. Also, idIg,1 induces a Lie
algebra homomorphism

j : GrΓ Ig,1 ⊗Q −→ Gr[−] Ig,1 ⊗Q.

The following problem was proposed by Morita (in the case of closed surfaces):

Question 8.2 (See [30, Problem 6.2]). Is the map j injective in degree 6= 2?

The Johnson homomorphisms (tensored by Q)6 induce a Lie algebra monomorphism

τ : Gr[−] Ig,1 ⊗Q −→ Ac,t (HQ) ,

where

Ac,t (HQ) := Ac (HQ) /(diagrams with loops)

consists of symplectic tree diagrams. The Lie bracket on Ac,t (HQ), introduced by Kont-
sevich [19] and Morita [29], coincides with the tree reduction of the Lie bracket [−,−]?
on Ac(HQ) defined in § 3.1.

As announced in [13] and proved in [8, 11], the Johnson homomorphisms naturally
extend to the monoid of homology cylinders, and one can describe these extensions using
symplectic tree diagrams. Moreover, we have

YiCg,1 ⊂ Cg,1[i] ∀i ≥ 1.

6The definition of Johnson homomorphisms needs several sign conventions. To be specific, the
homomorphism τi : Ig,1[i] → Ac,t

i (HQ) that we are considering here is the homomorphism τi :

Ig,1[i] → AY,c,t

i (bge+ ∪ bge−) as defined in [4], composed with the tree-reduction of the isomorphism

χ−1sϕ : AY,c(bge+ ∪ bge−) → Ac (HQ).
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So, idCg,1 induces a Lie algebra homomorphism

k : GrY Cg,1 ⊗Q −→ Gr[−] Cg,1 ⊗Q.

Then, the commutative square (1.7) can be expanded to the commutative cube drawn

in Figure 8.1. There, r3 ∈ Lie2(Λ
3HQ) ' Λ2Ac1 (HQ) is a pre-image of the graph

by [−,−]?. Commutativity of the rightmost square follows from the domination of the
Johnson homomorphisms by the LMO invariant [4].

GrΓ Ig,1 ⊗Q
Gr c⊗Q //

j

uukkkkkkkkkkkkkk

GrY Cg,1 ⊗Q

χ−1 LMO '

��

k

vvvvnnnnnnnnnnnn

Gr[−] Ig,1 ⊗Q // Gr[−]
c⊗Q // Gr[−] Cg,1 ⊗Q

τ'

��

Lie(Λ3HQ)D
〈r1,r2〉Sp(HQ)

E
ideal

OO ↙Hain

J

OOOO

χ−1Y //

proj

wwwwooooooooooo

Ac (HQ)

proj
yyyyss

sss
ss

ss
ss

sss
ss

ψχ

UU

Lie(Λ3HQ)D
〈r1,r2,r3〉Sp(HQ)

E
ideal

OO

// Ac,t (HQ)

Figure 8.1. A cube of graded Lie algebras with Sp(HQ)-actions.

Let at(HQ) be the Lie subalgebra ofAc,t(HQ) generated by its degree 1 partAc,t1 (HQ) '
Λ3HQ. Question 8.1 has the following analogue at the “tree” level.

Question 8.3. Is the graded Lie algebra at(HQ) quadratically presented?

By Lemma 5.6, at(HQ) has a quadratic presentation if and only if the kernel of the Lie
algebra map

Lie
(
Λ3HQ

)
−→ Ac,t (HQ) , x ∧ y ∧ z 7−→

x

y z

is generated as an ideal by 〈r1, r2, r3〉Sp(HQ).

The Lie subalgebra at(HQ) is equal to the image of the Johnson homomorphisms:

at(HQ) = Im(τ : Gr[−] Ig,1 ⊗Q −→ Ac,t (HQ)).

We deduce that a(HQ) is strictly contained in Ac∗,ev(HQ), since τ is not surjective, as
was shown by Morita [29].

Remark 8.4. We can verify Question 8.1 in degree 3, with a long computation by hand.
Since the projection Ac3,ev(HQ)→ Ac,t3 (HQ) is bijective, it follows that Question 8.3 has
a positive answer in degree 3. This fact might be well known for experts (though it does
not seem to have been proved or announced explicitly in the literature), since a version
for closed surfaces is already proved by Morita [30, Proposition 6.3].

Moreover, we deduce that r3 is central in the Lie algebra

Lie
(
Λ3HQ

)
/
〈
〈r1, r2〉Sp(HQ)

〉
ideal

,
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so that the projection

Lie
(
Λ3HQ

)
/
〈
〈r1, r2〉Sp(HQ)

〉
ideal
−→ Lie

(
Λ3HQ

)
/
〈
〈r1, r2, r3〉Sp(HQ)

〉
ideal

is bijective in all degree 6= 2. Then, the commutative cube of Figure 8.1 shows that
Question 8.3 implies Questions 8.1 and 8.2. Also, giving a positive answer to Question
8.3 by algebraic means would provide a new, algebraic proof for the second half of Hain’s
Theorem 1.1.

Appendix A. On Malcev Lie algebras of filtered groups

In this appendix, we define the “Malcev completion” and the “Malcev Lie algebra” of
a filtered group. When the filtration is the lower central series, our definitions agree with
the usual constructions of the Malcev completion and Malcev Lie algebra of a group.
Our exposition is inspired by Quillen’s appendix to his paper [34], which deals with
the usual case. We fix a ground field K of characteristic 0. We start by recalling some
general definitions.

A filtration on a vector space V is a descending chain of subspaces

V = F0V ⊃ F1V ⊃ F2V ⊃ · · · .

A complete vector space is a filtered vector space V such that V
'−→ lim←−i V/FiV .

The complete tensor product V ⊗̂W of two filtered vector spaces V and W is the
completion of V ⊗W with respect to the filtration

Fn(V ⊗W ) :=
∑

i+j=n

FiV ⊗ FjW.

The category of complete vector spaces endowed with ⊗̂ is a symmetric monoidal cate-
gory. The unit object is K filtered by K = F0K ⊃ F1K = {0}, and the transpose map
V ⊗̂W →W ⊗̂V is the completion of the usual transpose map V ⊗W → W ⊗ V .

Definition A.1. A complete Hopf algebra is a Hopf algebra in the symmetric monoidal
category of complete vector spaces.

Remark A.2. The reader is referred to [34, Appendix A] for a detailed treatment of
complete Hopf algebras. It should be observed that Quillen’s definition of a “complete
Hopf algebra” A is more restrictive than ours, since he requires the associated graded
algebra to be generated by its degree 1 subspace. Consequently, some of the results of
[34] do not directly generalize to our situation.

A filtration7 of a group G is a descending chain of subgroups

G = F1G ⊃ F2G ⊃ F3G ⊃ · · ·
such that [FiG,FjG] ⊂ Fi+jG. A filtration of a Lie algebra is defined in a similar way.

Example A.3. The lower central series of a group G is a filtration of G, and similarly
for a Lie algebra.

7Originally termed “N-series” by Lazard [20].
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In the sequel, we consider a filtered group G. Let K[G] be its group algebra, and let
I be the augmentation ideal of K[G]. The given filtration on G induces a filtration on
the algebra K[G] by defining

(A.1) FiK[G] :=

〈
(g1 − 1) · · · (gr − 1)

∣∣∣∣
g1 ∈ Fk1G, . . . , gr ∈ Fkr

G
k1 + · · · + kr ≥ i

〉

K

.

Example A.4. If G is filtered by the lower central series, then the filtration (A.1) is
the I-adic filtration (Ik)k≥0 of K[G].

The completion of K[G] with respect to the filtration (A.1) is denoted by

K̂[G] := lim←−
i

K[G]/FiK[G].

The filtration on K[G] induces a filtration on K̂[G] defined by

FjK̂[G] := lim←−
i≥j

FjK[G]/FiK[G].

The group Hopf algebra structure on K[G] induces a cocommutative, complete Hopf

algebra structure on K̂[G].

It follows that Gr K̂[G] ' Gr K[G] is a graded cocommutative Hopf algebra. A result
by Quillen describes it as the universal enveloping algebra of a graded Lie algebra. See
[33] in the case of the lower central series and [24] in the general case:

Theorem A.5. Let GrG be the graded Lie algebra over Z induced by the filtration of
G, namely

GrG =
⊕

i≥1

FiG/Fi+1G

with Lie bracket induced by commutator in G. Then, there is a graded Hopf algebra
isomorphism

θ : U(GrG⊗K)
'−→ Gr K[G]

defined by {g} ⊗ 1 7→ {g − 1} for all g ∈ FiG and for all i ≥ 1.

The complete vector space K̂[G] being a complete Hopf algebra, we can consider the

primitive and the group-like elements of K̂[G].

Definition A.6. The Malcev completion of the filtered group G is the group of group-

like elements of K̂[G]

G(G) := G K̂[G] =
{
x ∈ K̂[G] : ∆̂x = x⊗̂x, x 6= 0

}
.

filtered by

FiG(G) := G(G) ∩
(
1 + FiK̂[G]

)
, ∀i ≥ 1.

The Malcev Lie algebra of G is the Lie algebra of primitive elements of K̂[G]

P(G) := P K̂[G] =
{
x ∈ K̂[G] : ∆̂x = x⊗̂1 + 1⊗̂x

}

filtered by

FiP(G) := P(G) ∩ FiK̂[G], ∀i ≥ 1.

The canonical map G → G(G) is denoted by ι. It should be observed that ι is not
necessarily injective.
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Example A.7. When G is filtered by the lower central series, G(G) and P(G) are the
usual notions of Malcev completion and Malcev Lie algebra respectively. This construc-
tion, via the completed group algebra, is due to Jennings [15] and Quillen [34].

As is always true in a complete Hopf algebra, the primitive and the group-like elements
are in one-to-one correspondence by the exponential and logarithmic maps:

G(G) ⊂ 1 + Î

log

−→←−
exp

Î ⊃ P(G).

Here, Î ⊂ K̂[G] denotes the completion of the augmentation ideal I ⊂ K[G]. The log

and exp series converge on 1 + Î and Î respectively since Ik ⊂ FkK[G] for all k ≥ 1.

In the rest of this appendix, we extend two results, which are well-known for the lower
central series, to arbitrary group filtrations. The first one is the following

Theorem A.8. The logarithmic map log ι : G → P(G) induces a graded Lie algebra
isomorphism:

(Gr log ι)⊗K : GrG⊗K
'−→ GrP(G).

Proof. First of all, log(ι(g)) = log(1 + (ιg − 1)) = (ιg − 1) − (ιg − 1)2/2 + · · · belongs

to FiK̂[G] for all g ∈ FiG and for all i ≥ 1. Thus, the map log ι : G → P(G) preserves
the filtration so that Gr log ι : GrG→ GrP(G) is well-defined. The latter preserves the
Lie brackets by the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula. It remains to prove that the
graded Lie algebra map (Gr log ι)⊗K : GrG⊗K→ GrP(G) is bijective.

Quillen’s isomorphism θ (Theorem A.5) gives a graded Lie algebra isomorphism at
the level of primitive elements:

θ : GrG⊗K
'−→ PGr K[G].

Moreover, there is the canonical Lie algebra homomorphism

b : GrP(G) = GrP K̂[G] −→ PGr K̂[G] ' PGr K[G].

The map b is injective since the filtration that we are considering on P(G) is the re-

striction of the filtration on K̂[G]. We conclude thanks to the following commutative
triangle:

GrG⊗K

θ

'

))SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

(Gr log ι)⊗K
// GrP(G)

��

b
��

PGr K[G].

�

The usual form of Theorem A.8 is as follows:

Corollary A.9. If the group G is filtered by the lower central series, then the logarithmic
map log ι : G→ P(G) induces a graded Lie algebra isomorphism

(Gr log ι)⊗K : GrG⊗K
'−→ Gr

bΓ P(G),

where Γ̂ is the complete lower central series8 of P(G).

8The complete lower central series of a complete Lie algebra L is the filtration bΓ whose i-th term
bΓiL is the closure of ΓiL in L.
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Proof of Corollary A.9. The Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formula shows that the map
log ι : G→ P(G) sends the lower central series of G to the complete lower central series

of P(G), so that Gr log ι : GrG → Gr
bΓ P(G) is well-defined. The same formula shows

that Gr log ι preserves the Lie brackets.

Since ΓnP(G) ⊂ FnP(G), we have Γ̂nP(G) ⊂ FnP(G) hence a canonical map c :

Gr
bΓ P(G)→ GrP(G). The commutative triangle

GrG⊗K
(Gr log ι)⊗K

//

(Gr log ι)⊗K

'

((RRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
Gr

bΓ P(G)

c

��
GrP(G)

shows that c is surjective. So, we have

FnP(G) ⊂
(
Γ̂nP(G) + Fn+1P(G)

)
, ∀n ≥ 1.

We deduce that FnP(G) is contained in the closure of Γ̂nP(G), so that FnP(G) =

Γ̂nP(G). The conclusion follows. �

To state the second result, we shall recall that, classically, the Malcev completion of
a nilpotent group refers to its uniquely divisible closure. A uniquely divisible closure of
a nilpotent group N is a pair (D, i), where

� D is nilpotent and is uniquely divisible: ∀y ∈ D,∀k ≥ 1,∃!x ∈ D,xk = y,
� i : N → D is a group homomorphism whose kernel is the torsion subgroup of N ,
� ∀x ∈ D,∃k ≥ 1, xk ∈ i(N).

Malcev proved that the uniquely divisible closure of a nilpotent group N exists and is
essentially unique (see [18] for instance): Let us denote it by N ⊗ Q. As proved by
Jennings in the finitely generated case [15] and by Quillen in general [34], the group
G(N), where N is filtered by the lower central series and where K = Q, is a realization
of N ⊗Q. This fact can be generalized as follows:

Theorem A.10. If the ground field is K = Q, then the canonical map ι : G → G(G)
induces a group isomorphism

ι : lim←−
i

((G/FiG)⊗Q)
'−→ G(G).

Proof. For all g ∈ G, ι(g) ∈ G(G) belongs to 1 + FiQ̂[G] if and only if g belongs
to 1 + FiQ[G]. Consider the “i-th dimension subgroup” with coefficients in Q of the
filtered group G, namely

Di(G) := {g ∈ G : the image of g in Q[G] belongs to 1 + FiQ[G]}.
We can also consider the radical closure of FiG in G:

√
FiG := {g ∈ G : ∃k ≥ 1, gk ∈ FiG}.

A classical result by Malcev asserts that Di(G) =
√
FiG in the case of the lower central

series (see [32] for instance), and it can be generalized to arbitrary filtrations (see [24]).
Thus, the homomorphism ι : G→ G(G) induces a group monomorphism

(A.2) ι : G/
√
FiG −→ G(G)/FiG(G)

for all i ≥ 1.
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Next, we observe several properties for the group G(G)/FiG(G). First, it is nilpotent
(being the quotient of a group by a term of a filtration). Second, it is torsion-free: Let
x ∈ G(G) and n ≥ 1 be such that xn ∈ FiG(G); setting y := log(x), we deduce that ny ∈
FiQ̂[G] or, equivalently, that y ∈ FiQ̂[G]; we conclude that x = exp(y) ∈ (1 + FiQ̂[G]).
Third, the group G(G)/FiG(G) is divisible since G(G) = expP(G) is.

Therefore, G(G)/FiG(G) is a uniquely divisible nilpotent group. To show that it is
the uniquely divisible closure of G/

√
FiG via (A.2), we prove

(A.3) ∀x ∈ G(G),∃k ≥ 1, xk ∈ ι(G) · FiG(G)

by induction on i ≥ 1. Thus, we consider an x ∈ G(G) satisfying that there exists k ≥ 1,
g ∈ G and y ∈ Fi−1G(G) such that xk = ι(g)y. According to Theorem A.8, the map

(GrG)⊗Q −→ GrG(G)

defined by {h} ⊗ q 7→ {exp (q log(ιh))} for all h ∈ FjG, j ≥ 1 and q ∈ Q, is a bijection.
We deduce that there exists n ≥ 1 and h ∈ G such that yn = ι(h) modulo FiG(G). Since
y ∈ Fi−1G(G) is central modulo FiG(G), we have that xkn = ι(g)nyn = ι(gnh) modulo
FiG(G). This proves claim (A.3).

Thus, (A.2) induces a group isomorphism

(A.4) ι :
(
G/
√
FiG

)
⊗Q −→ G(G)/FiG(G)

defined by {x}1/n 7→ {exp
(

1
n log(ιx)

)
} for all x ∈ G and n ≥ 1. Passing to the inverse

limit, we obtain an isomorphism

(A.5) ι : lim←−
i

(G/FiG)⊗Q ' lim←−
i

(
G/
√
FiG

)
⊗Q −→ lim←−

i

G(G)/FiG(G) ' G(G).

�
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